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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30
p-rn., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

ROADS.
As to Forming and Sealing North Coastal

Highway.
Mr. NORTON asked the Premier:
In view of the likely development in

the Gascoyne-Minhlya Road Board area
as a consequence of the finding of oil at
Exmnouth Gulf, will he make moneys
available, or approach the Commonwealth
Government to make a special grant, for
the forming and sealing of the North
Coastal Highway as this will be the main
road link with the south for all likely oil-
fields which, according to geologists, paral-
lel this road?

The PREMIER replied:
It is likely that an approach will be

made to the Commonwealth Government
in this matter in the near future.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES.
As to Composting of Garbage.

Mr. HUTCHINSON asked the Minister
for Agriculture:

(1) Are any practical steps being taken
or any technical advice being offered to
assist and encourage local governing auth-
orities and primary producers In the mat-
ter of composting of municipal and house-
hold garbage, sewage, sludge and garden
,ref use?

(2) If not, does he consider that the
organised utilisation of such wastes is un-
desirable?

(3) Is it a fact that all available evidence
tends to show that, provided the compost-
Ing of such wastes is strictly controlled,
there is no danger of possible dissemina-
tion of pathogenic organisms?

(4) Will he give consideration to the
establishment of composting units which
will serve the dual purpose of hygienic-
ally and economically disposing of ob-
noxious wastes and of creating a valuable
means of helping to preserve the fertility
of our soil?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) The Fremantle City Council is

actively interested in the conversion of
household garbage for use as fertiliser
and stock feed.

The equipment for treatment and
methods of segregation of garbage by
householders is well recorded in literature
and experience in large cities.

Adoption is a matter of the economics
of collection and treatment. Thds-e aspects
would necessarily be the consideration of
each municipality concerned.

The Department of Agriculture can ad-
vise primary producers in methods of com-
posting sludge, garden refuse and other
materials.
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(2) No, but the cost factor at present
in relation to other methods of disposal
appears to have prevented any active in-
terest. Sewage sludge is at present used.

(3) Department of Agriculture is not
aware of any such danger but the ques-
tion appears to be one more appropriate
to the Minister for Health.

(4) The disposal of municipal and house-
hold garbage is a responsibility of the local
authorities, but the collection for central
comnposting would under present condi-
tions probably involve costs which would
be disproportionate to the results ob-
tained.

FLOUR EXPORTS.
As to Western Australia's Proportion.
Mr. COURT asked the Minister for

Agriculture:
(1) Is he satisfied that the Australian

flour export quantities are at present being
enjoyed equitably between all States?

(2) Has the Western Australian propor-
tion been reduced as compared with the
experience immediately prior to the Aus-
tralian Wheat Board l0s. per ton differ-
ential against wheat milled by Western
Australian flourmillers for export?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) Western Australia at present appears

to be receiving its equitable percentage of
export as allotted by the Federal Council
of Flour Mill Owners.

(2) The proportion of Western Aus-
tralian export to flour produced has been
reduced as a result of the 10s. per ton
freight differential. The basic reason,
however, for a reduction in flour export is
considered to be due to the lack of export
flour orders for the whole of Australia.

MEMBERS' SPEECHES AND
SUGGESTIONS.

As to Consideration by Departmental
Officers.

Mr. JOHNSON asked the Premier:
(1) As many members make suggestions

relative to their electorates and the State
in general during speeches upon the
Address-in-reply, Estimates, etc., will he
describe to the House the method adopted
whereby the content of speeches is studied
by responsible departmental officers?

(2) What steps are taken to put into
effect suggestions made by members in
speeches?

(3) How is a member to know whether
or not his suggestion has received study,
consideration, or been given effect to?

The PREMIER replied:
(1) Departments generally study "Han-

sard" and consider matters affecting their
respective activities.

(2) Suggestions are considered on their
merits. Action taken generally depends on
Government policy.

(3) Where suggestions made in Parlia-
ment are adopted, Ministers would inform
the member concerned.

The most effective method for members
to follow regarding their suggestions is to
make personal representations to either the
Minister or the appropriate departmental
officer.

That is in addition to whatever a mem-
ber thinks he should say about the matter
in the House.

HEALTH,

(a) As to Dust and Moth Nuisance,
North Fremantle.

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN (without notice)
asked the Minister for Agriculture:

As this Is the day on which the Minister
promised to let us know something about
the silo at North Fremantle, I desire to
ask him-

(1.) Is he aware that the much-talked of
silo at North Fremantle, which is such a
nuisance to the residents, is actually being
built for the State Government by Co-
operative Bulk Handling Ltd.?

(2) If not, will he tell the House what
is the correct set-up, and when he is likely
to do something for these unfortunate
people?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) I am not actually aware that the

silo, as it is called, is being built for the
State Government, but if it is, it is, as I
understand the position, only for the pur-
pose of being handed over later to Co-
operative Bulk Handling Ltd.

(2) The hon. member has raised this
matter on several occasions, and I have
made all possible inquiries through the
Crown Law Department, and wherever else
I thought I could get suitable information,
to see what could be done in respect of
this menace at North Fremantle. I am
definitely informed by the Crown Law De-
partment that the Minister has no power
whatever to order a cessation of the work
being done at the present time.

The Crown Law Department further ad-
vises that an injunction could be taken
out against the company, but it is sug-
gested that the house-owners would be the
appropriate people to take that action.
The opinion of the Crown Law Depart-
ment is that, even if the people sought an
injunction, the court quite likely would
not grant it because the nuisance involved
is considered to be of a temporary nature
only. It is, however, further pointed out
that damages might quite possibly be re-
covered in respect of this nuisance.

This is all I can say, except to amplify
my remarks by pointing out that at the
present time there are 17 ships' cargoes
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of wheat stored awaiting shipment, and
all this wheat, involving 4,000,000 to
5.000,000 bushels, has come from the 1952-
53 season and, as the total storage capacity
at Fremantle is only about 8,000,000 to
9.000,000 bushels, and the present harvest
is now coming in, we can imagine what
sort of chaos will develop in the port of
Fremantle if some arrangements are not
made immediately to store the present
season's wheat. This is the main reason.
so I am informed, why it is necessary to
shift the oats, which have caused all this
trouble, from the present site or annexe,
into the new quarters.

The oats have to be moved to make room
for the incoming harvest, because if they
are not shifted there will be complete con-
gestion at the port, and it is quite possible
we will have to try to arrange for the
farmers, all over the country, to store their
own wheat, and most of them have no
facilities to do that. Bags are unprocur-
able, or nearly so, today and as a result
the company concerned felt obliged to take
the action it has taken. So far as I can
see, there is nothing that the Minister,
as Minister, can do in that connection.

There is one thing I succeeded in doing
in regard to the grain elevator which feeds
into the new storage shed. As the hon.
member knows, that is uncovered at present
and the company is of the opinion that
about 60 per cent, of the nuisance, on a
windy day, is caused by this uncovered
elevator. The company has promised that
wvithin 48 to 60 hours it will completely
cover the grain elevator and although that
will not solve the whole difficulty it will
eliminate about 60 per cent. of the dust
nuisance. I can assure the hon. member
that I have taken all possible steps to
assist the people in the area concerned,
and the hon. member himself.

(bt) As to Invoking Existing Legislation.
Mr. J. HEGNEY (without notice) asked

the minister for Agriculture:
The Minister said that he had discussed

the position at Fremantle with the Solici-
tor General. Was consideration given to in-
voking the amendment to the Shops and
Factories Act Passed last session?

The MINISTER replied:
The Act was not invoked by me. I am

not sure about the position but I think
that the Factories and Shops Act or the
Health Act, and maybe other Acts of Par-
liament could cover the position at Fre-
mantle. However, I think action should
be taken by the house-owners concerned.
They should approach the Minister con-
trolling the Acts covering this aspect, or
they should approach the court to take
out an injunction against the company.
As Minister for Agriculture. I have
no power to take any direct action in
ordering the company to cease operations.

(c) As to Ownership of Storage Facilities.

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN (without notice)
asked the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) In view of the information the Min-
ister has given to the House, will he in-
form memnbers whether my information
that the silo is to be built for the State
by Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd., and
that it will become the property of the
State Government, is correct?

(2) Will he also tell the House when
the storage shed is to be finished? He told
us the other day that it would be finished
about Christmas time.

The MINISTER replied:
(1) and (2) I wvill obtain the informa-

tion the hon. member requires. I under-
stand that the storage shed, instead of
being finished at Christmas time, as the
company first thought, will be finished in
about six weeks' time.

MIDLAND RAILWAY COMPANY.
As to Conditions of Land Contract.

Mr. JAMIESON (without notice) asked
the Minister for Lands:

(1) In view of the report in this morn-
ing's Press that the final document in the
land contract between the State Govern-
ment and the Midland Railway Coy. will
be handed over at noon tomorrow, has
the Minister satisfied himself that all the
conditions entered into by John Wadding-
ton on the 27th February, 1886, have been
adhered to?

(2) If not, will the Minister withhold
this document until such time as an in-
quiry is made to ascertain whether there
is any outstanding condition of this con-
tract that has not been honoured by the
company concerned?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) and (2) 1 must confess that I have

not looked back in history that far to see
whether all previous Governments satisfied
themselves with regard to the contract be-
tween the State Government and the Mid-
land Railway Coy. As the hon. member
says, a contract was entered into between
the Government of Western Australia and
John Waddington in 1886 for the purpose
of building a railway line from Midland
Junction to the Greenough Flats.

The line was built on the understanding
that for every mile of line laid the State
would grant 12,000 acres of land to the
company. As some 277 miles were in-
volved. over 3,300.000 acres had to be
handed over to the company. The line
was completed in 1894, eight years after
the agreement was signed, and by that
time nearly the whole of the land had
been handed over. Only a small parcel
of less than 40,000 acres was left and that
was handed over in May of this year. That
completed the contract.
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I am aware of this small parcel of land
only and I have no knowledge, nor did I
think it was necessary to trace back
through the history of the State to see
whether all the points of agreement in the
contract had been honoured. I assume
that they must have been, otherwise there
would have been some information on the
files. If the hon. member has any doubts
in his mind as to how the contract has
been observed, I will be pleased to hear
from him. If not, I see no reason why
this historical handing-over ceremony
should be delayed. The company has been
of tremendous importance in the economic
life of this State and if the hon. memn-
ber has any reason to doubt the validity
of the agreement he should advise the
House. As far as I am concerned, I have
satisfied myself about the small portion
of land that was outstanding until this
year.

MOTION-LICENSING,
As to Temporary Facilities, Kwinana.

Message.
Message from the Governor received and

read recommending appropriation for the
purposes of the motion.

BILL-TRADE DESCRIPTIONS AND
FALSE ADVERTISEMENTS ACT

AMENDMENT (No. 2).
Council's Message.

Message from the Council received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the
amendment made by the Assembly.

BILL-MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT,
REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES.

Read a third time and transmitted to
the Council.

BILL-FACTORIES AND SHOPS
AMENDMENT.
Second Reading.

ACT

Order of the Day read for the resump-
tion from the 11th December of the de-
bate on the second reading.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee,

Mr. J. Hegney in the Chair; the Minis-
ter for Labour in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1-agreed to.
Clause 2-Section 100 amended:
Hon. L. THORN: I move an amend-

ment-
That in lines I and 2 the following

words be struck out:-"The proviso
to paragraph (c) of Subsection (1)
of.".

My reason for doing so is to insert differ-
ent words after I have moved my second
amendment which is to strike out the

word "repealed", In line 3 of the clause;
that is, to make provisions for the free
trading in petrols and oils. I was staggered
when I noticed that there were no further
speakers on this important Bill. I hope
I get some support for my amendment.

The MINISTER FOR LABOUR: This
amendment is a direct negation of the
provisions of the Bill and if it is accepted,
the subject matter of the measure will
be redundant. If it is accepted, the posi-
tion will be that around -the -clock trad-
ing can continue, When introducing
the Bill I outlined the reasons for doing
so and no good purpose would be served
by labouring the point now. I oppose
the amendment.

Mr. HEARMAN: I support the amend-
menit. The Minister has suggested that
the intention of the member for Toodyay
is completely counter to the intention of
the Government; that might well be so.
The reason why the Government -intro-
duced the Bill was to try to make water-
tight a section in the measure. Arbitrary
closing will be extremely inconvenient and
will limit the opportunities of the person
who is not in a position to make provision
to supply himself with the full amount
of petrol he may require over the week-
end; he may not be so well off and be
unable to lay out £2 or £3 for petrol on
Saturday. This amendment will enable
him to buy such Petrol as he may re-
quire for the week-end.

Mr. ANDREW: I oppose the amend-
ment. As the member for fllackwood has
said, the purpose is to have service stations
open at all times or any time. The gen-
eral tendency today in relation to the
marketing of goods is for there to be
organisation. The member for Toodyay
in his speech called it regimentation, but
he himself took action along similar lines
some years ago. We have had orderly
marketing in so many of our essential
goods, such as clothing, furniture, foods
and so on; we have also had it as it re-
lates to medicines, and other commodities
used in our everyday life.

Mr. Oldfield: You can get medicines
any time.

Mr. ANDREW: We cannot get those
commodities at any time because medi-
cites are only sold in a few shops after
hours. Doctors do not finish their surgery
work till 8 o'clock.

Mr. Oldfield: Farmers work 22 hours a
day sometimes.

Mr. ANDREW: There was a time when
the viticulturists were in the same Position
as service-station owners.

Hon. L. Thorn: Tell us about it.
Mr. ANDREW: We were endeavouring

to get a fair return for our products and
to find a social position for ourselves.
We organised 95 Per cent. of the growers
into a voluntary body and fixed what was
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considered a fair price on the local market.
We had to take what we could get on the
export market.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: Was the member
for Toodysy in that?

Mr. ANDREW: He was, and he sup-
ported the move. The trouble was that
a few growers endeavoured to take advan-
tage by selling on the local market which
returned a better price. Other growers
refrained from doing so. The action of
the few broke the organisation down.

Hon. L. Thorn: Price does not enter
into this.

Mr. ANDREW: The same thing applies;
there are a few who are trying to get a
bigger business for themselves.

Hon. L. Thorn: That Is enterprise.
Mr. ANDREW: We farmed that organ-

isation on three occasions, but fell down
on that voluntary basis. There was a
deputation which waited on the Minister
for Agriculture-at that time Mr. Troy-
and the member for Toodyay and I were
members of that deputation. The hon.
member spoke and asked the then Gov-
ernment to bring in dried fruit legisla-
tion because we could not get a fair re-
turn for our crops. He was on the taking
side in those days, and he adopted an at-
titude which I consider was the correct
one. But now, towands people in the
same position as he was in then, he is
taking up the opposite attitude. lie has
turned a somersault. He says he is think-
ing of the public, but this amendment will
do the public a disservice.

If trading is extended to all hours, the
expense of selling petrol will be much
greater, because there must be staff to
work the additional hours. That means
that either there will be dearer petrol, or
a number of service stations will go broke.
I do not know whether a quarter of a
century in this Parliament has led to the
honourable member's lacking in percep-
tion, but he does not seem to be able to
realise that the people concerned in this
matter today are in the same position as
those by whom he did the right thing on
the occasion to which I have referred.

Hon. L. Thorn: The arguments are not
-comparable. The fruit-dgrowers had to
pick fruit on Sunday for the Monday
market.

Mr. ANDREW: They still do: but they
have plenty of Sundays and week-days off:
that is a side issue-

Hon. L. Thorn: It is the same issue as
we have in this case.

Hon. A. F. WATTS: I support the
amendment. This provision has more far
reaching effects than the member for Vic-
toria Park would have the Committee be-
lieve. I do not think there is a motor-
vehicle occupied by passengers that has the
capacity to do more than 240 miles on
one tank of petrol, and a journey of that

kind is comparatively nothing in these
days. Many people think nothing of
travelling 400 or 500 miles between
Saturday lunch-time and late Sunday
night or early Monday morning. many
such Journeys are taken for most import-
ant reasons and cannot be avoided.

Since the proviso was inserted in the
Act in 1946 with a view to providing facili-
ties, at least in country districts, where
fuel can be obtained by people who want
to continue traveiling, the number of
vehicles in Western Australia has trebled.
There is scarcely a family that has not
some sort of motor vehicle; those people,
whether living in the country, or in
the metropolitan area, are entitled to
go about their lawful occasions, travel
where they please, and be supplied
with the means of travelling. When
there were restrictions on the sale of
petrol, I myself went into a country town
where there were five or six service stations
and, despite the fact that I was well within
the emergency provisions of the Act and
could have safely and honestly made the
required declaration, I was absolutely un-
able to acquire any petrol because I could
not find a service-station proprietor.
What is everybody's business is nobody's
business, and the proprietors were not go-
ing to hang around the town wondering if
somebody would come along who would
be able lawfully to make a declaration. It
was not worth while.

As soon as the Supreme Court decision
was given which opened the door, a service
station was always available in that place
and members would be surprised at the
number of people who have gone there,
Including myself, to acquire fuel for their
vehicles. On the occasion of which I spoke.
I travelled to the next town wvhich was 30
miles away, and after an hour's search I
was lucky enough to be able to find some-
body who could give me petrol on a
declaration, and I was thus able to get
back to the metropolitan area where I
had to be.

That position will continue indefinitely
if this Bill is allowed to pass. There will be
no hope whatever for a lot of people who
travel in rural districts and have to cover
long distances, but cannot carry enough
fuel to enable them to make the return
journey over the week-end. If the Bill
is carried, it will be much easier to obtain
liquor at the week-end than to obtain
petrol; because, in the present circum-
stances, one can secure liquor up to 9 p.m.
on Saturday. Yet petrol is a great deal
more essential in this State of long dis-
tances than is liquor.

in rural areas in this State one can
obtain liquor between noon and I p.m. and
between 5 p.m. and 6 P.M. on Sundays; but
If this Bill is passed, it will not be possible
to obtain petrol lawfully because service
stations will not open on the off-chance
of somebody coming along who can make a
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declaration; and a travelling motorist, who
is entitled to consideration and service, will
not be able to obtain it except under great
difficulties. That is not a fair proposi-
tion. 1 trust that the Committee will ac-
cept the amendment and reject this un-
necessary restriction, which will impose
a considerable hardship in many cases.

Mr. WILD: Unfortunately I was out of
the Chamber when the vote was taken on
the second reading; I was called to the
telephone. I have an amendment on the
notice paper, which follows that of the
member for Toodyay, and I intended to
ask the Minister whether he would be
prepared to accept It. I consider there
should be an unfettered right for people
to get petrol over the week-end if they
require it. That applies particularly to
the country areas. As the previous Min-
ister for Housing, I travelled up north on
occasion, and I was not able to obtain
petrol at some towns until I knew my way
about and discovered that at certain
places at certain hours there would be
somebody there to supply it.

There have been all sorts of tales about
tanks holding so much Petrol, and about
people knowing on Saturday what they
are going to do on Sunday and therefore
being able to obtain their supplies before-
hand. But do people always know at 5
to 12 on a Saturday that on the Sunday
afternoon they may be 200. 300 or 400
miles away? This business of knocking
fellows up and signing forms is all poppy-
cock; it does not work out. If it is a case
of a closed house, many of these fellows-
I would do the same myself-will be away
playing golf or bowls Instead of waiting
around the town.

One man told me a few days ago that
he was painting his iron roof when a man
came along and begged him to open up
and let him have some petrol. It took
him about five minutes to climb down and
get the keys of the bowser, and the book
for filling in the particulars. Then the
man took two gallons of petrol, out of
which the proprietor made 7d.

The amendment I have on the notice
paper should fill the bill. in the country
the position should be absolutely free.
In the metropolitan area there are some
proprietors who want to stay open and
some who do not. My amendment
meets the position by providing that pro-
prietors within a radius of 20 miles of
the GEP.O. can be open between 7 a.m. and
1 P.M. on Saturdays and from 8 a.m. till
11 a.m. on Sundays. Z would like to ask
the Minister whether he is prepared to
accept the amendment I have on the
notice paper. It would have to follow
approval of the amendment moved by the
member for Toodyay.

Mr. McCULLOCH: I think the member
for Dale's amendment is better than the
other.

The CHAIRMAN: I would point out
that the amendment on the notice paper
under the name of the member for Dale
is not before the Committee and cannot
be discussed.

Hon. L. THORN: I regret the Minister
will not accept my amendment. I cannot
understand his having introduced the Bill.
because it affects a service rendered to
the travelling public. The case put up
by the member for Victoria Park was
lamentably weak. I think he became con-
fused between Petrol as a spirit and the
spirit obtained from dried fruit.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman:, He was not confused.
Hon, L. THORN: What he did not tell

us was that no arrangement was made for
the grower to have Sunday clear.

Mr. Jamieson: He could have Monday
off.

Hon. L. THORN: The hon. member
shows very slight knowledge of the in-
dustry because the grower would have to
prepare and stencil his cases on Monday
in readiness for Tuesday. I can only con-
clude that there are petrol stations in
Victoria Park whose owners do not want
to open and do not want others to do so.
According to him, everybody should be
regimented. This disease of regimenta-
tion was contracted during World War IT
and many people would be only too pleased
to have it continued. It Is a system that
operates in Russia where one must do as
one is told and sign on the dotted line.

The 1948 amendment gave proprietors
an opportunity to render this service if they
so desired and the business has proceeded
smoothly along those lines. If some people
are willing to render Sunday service to the
travelling public, they should be permitted
to do so. A motorist travelling a long
distance on Sunday is entitled to receive
this service and, in aL ease of sickness, it
might be most important that such facili-
ties should be available. I cannot under-
stand why the Minister wishes to interfere
with the Act.

Mr. OLDFIELD: I support the amend-
ment with a view to supporting later on
the amendment indicated by the member
for Dale. Garage proprietors would not be
compelled to open on Sunday; they could
do so if they pleased. Members should visit
the garages that open on Sunday and see
the thousands of cars that pull in for
petrol. I cannot understand anybody con-
templating the closing down of service
stations in our vast country areas. An
average car might travel 200 or 250 miles
without replenishing petrol supplies, but
places like Albany, Geraldton and Kalgoor-
lie are beyond that limit and replenishment
would be necessary. Why should people
be virtually Prevented from travelling to
those places on Sunday? If people wished
to visit Merredin or Kellerberrin and return
on the same day, they would be unable to
do so because of limited tank capacity.
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If a motorist had a break-down in the
country, a garage that was open for the
sale of petrol would doubtless attend to
the trouble. A motorist might be held up
for lack of a tube or might blow a con-
denser and under the Bill he would have
to remain where he was until Monday.
If we make it worth while for the garage
proprietor to remain open, he will give the
service that people need.

The Minister for Lands; I travel a good
deal on Sunday and am able to carry all
the petrol I need.

Mr. OLDFIELD: An average car could
not travel to Albany on one tank of petrol
and no motor car could do the Geraldton
or Kalgoorlie trip on one tank.

The Minister for Lands: Cars have a boot
in which extra supplies can be carried.

Mr. OLOFIELD: Some have not. Many
red herrings have been drawn across the
trail.

The Minister for Lands: I think you are
drawing some.

Mr. OLDFIELD: The Minister is adopt-
ing the attitude that he is in office and
what he says must go. What we as repre-
sentatives of half the people say does not
matter. This has been proved on every
Bill submitted this session.

Mr. JAMIESON: The hon. member was
inconsistent in putting up a case for the
amendment. Had the Minister introduced
a measure to compel garages to open on
Sunday, members opposite would have risen
with one voice to protest against the pass-
ing of such legislation. There is no neces-
sity to keep a bank open on Sunday. What
about picture theatres and other establish-
ments that have heavy takings on a Satur-
day night and must look after the money
till the banks open on Monday?

Hon. L. Thorn: They can put it in a
safe deposit.

Mr. JAMIESON: They cannot do that
in country areas.

Mr. Oldfield: What do Boans and Pays
do with the money they take on Saturday?

Mr. JAMIESON: The lazy motorist, of
course, desires to be able to get petrol on
a Sunday, but I know of an instance where
a family could never have Christmas din-
ner together for 13 years, as some of them
were always rostered for duty on the petrol
pumps. If some service stations open on
Sundays. the others are forced to follow
suit or else lose their trade. I oppose the
amendment.

Mr. HEARMAN: The Minister did not
even reply to the debate on the second
reading, but put the measure before the
House and adopted the attitude. "I do
not care what members opposite say; I
will not reply or consider any amend-
ments." That is an unjust method of
treating legislation, as members are en-
titled at least to a reply from the Minister.
The Automobile Chamber of Commerce

(961

does not-.gbject to the sale of petrol on
Sundays, but wants some regulation of
the trading hours, and I think it would be
satisfied in general terms with the amend-
ment proposed by the member for Dale;
The Bill seems to go further than the

public or the Automobile Chamber of Com-
merce wish,' Only last week we heard
reasons advanced by the Government why
people should be allowed to purchase bot-
tled beer on Sundays, but now the attitude
of the Government is that the public
should not be able to purchase Petrol on
that day. In 1946 petrol was rationed,
service stations were short-handed and
there were fewer vehicles on the road.

I do not think the Minister has justified
the Government's stand or taken into ac-
count the changed conditions obtaining
today. He seems to give no consideration
to the obvious difficulties that people in
the country have to face. He takes the
view that the Bill has to go through and
he is not prepared to listen to any repre-
sentations from the Opposition. Even if
we are in a minority, It hals always been
the keystone in the practice in the British
system of government that the viewpoint
of a minority should be considered. I
therefore hope that some member of the
Cabinet will endeavour to justify the stand
that has been taken.

The MINISTER FOR LABOUR: First
of all, I think I can consider the remarks
made by the previous speaker. I think it
is about the third time he has beaten me
to the post. I would point out to members
that I will certainly reply to any substan-
tial contribution to the debate. I studied
the remarks of the member for Toodyay
and found very little to reply to.

Hon. L. Thorn: That is just the attitude
I would expect you to adopt.

The MINISTER FOR LAB3OUR: I did
not hear" the interjection by the member
for Toodyay.

The Premier: * He indicated that he is
the only one who Is intelligent from the
shoulders up.

The MINISTER FOR LABOUR: The
Government makes no apology for intro-
ducing the Bill.

Hon. L. Thorn: That is a great phrase
of yours. I have not heard you apologise
yet.

The MINISTER FOR LABOUR: I am
sorry I cannot say the same for the mem-
ber for Toodyay. because every time he
introduced a Bill as Minister, he was full
of apologies. The Government believes
in the principles of the Bill.

Mr. Oldfield: That was an election
promise.

The MINISTER FOR LABOUR: It was
not an election promise, but, from the
trend of the remarks made by members
of the Opposition, it Is quite clear to me
that if they had the opportunity they
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would systematically break down the in-
dustrial conditions in this country. Even
at the moment, in Bunbury, one of the
traders proposes to revert to a late shop-
ping night on Friday. What do members
of the Opposition think of that? The
member for Toodyay said that there
should be free trading and we should get
away from restrictions. I put it to the
member for Toodyay and the member for
Blackwood: Do we wiant restrictions in
factories and industry generally, or should
we throw restrictions and working con-
ditions to the wind?

Mr. Yates: Close hotels on Sunday.
Mr. Nalder: What about the farmer?

He works seven days a week.
The MINISTER FOR LABOUR: We are

dealing with petrol. Up to 1946, the Fac-
tories and Shops Act operated quite suc-
cessfully. The amendment that was in-
troduced seven years ago had the effect
of breaking down the standards of this
country. Under it, garage. proprietors are
obliged to keep open seven days a week,
24 hours a day. Although Opposition mem-
bers in their own hearts believe there Is
a great deal of substance in the Bill, they
indicate otherwise. Everyone likes to have
a rest on Sunday because that is not a
day for general activity. Anything we can
do to minimise the number of people who
are actively engaged in industry on Sun-
day should be done. If the proviso to
Section 100 is repealed, I think the legisla-
tion will operate successfully.

The member for Maylands interjected
with the remark that this is the result
of an election promise, but that is not so.
In view of the many garages that are
being built and the fact that until com-
paratively recently Sunday trading was
only resorted to in emergencies, it is con-
sidered that the time has arrived when
we should return to normal conditions.
There are many people in the country and
in the city who have no refrigerators or
ice chests. Meat is as important a com-
modity as petrol, and so are other standard
commodities. Would members suggest
that butchers' shops should be open on
Saturday afternoons and Sundays?

Mr. Yates: We are dealing with petrol
now; deal with one commodity only.

The MINISTER FOR LABOUR: I am
saying that the supply of essential com-
modities Is available to the public within
certain restricted hours.

Hon. A. V. R. Abbott: What about public
transport?

The MINISTER FOR LABOUR: I am
not talking about transport, but essential
commodities such as meat.

Mr. Hearman: Do you consider that beer
is an essential commodity?

The MINISTER FOR LABOUR: I do
not know whether the member for Black-
wood does or not, but there is no Sunday

trading in beer within a 30-mile radius
of the city. The Bill has been introduced
without urging from any quarter. I was
asked by the member for Toodyay whether
his amendment would be accepted, but I
regret that I cannot accept it, nor can I
accept the amendment suggested by the
member for Blackwood.

Despite the remark made by Opposition
members that the Government will not
accept amendments, I point out that the
member for Nedlands moved an amend-
ment to a Bill the other day which was
accepted, as were amendments moved by
the member for Narrogin on another piece
of legislation, and those moved by the
member for Mt. Lawley to the State Gov-
ernment Insurance Bill. I would also point
out that before Bills are introduced in
this Chamber, the Government gives due
consideration to the need for their intro-
duction. Consequently amendments to
Bills are not so necessary as they were
when the previous Government was in
office.

Hon. L. THORN: It is very refreshing
to hear the Minister say that Sunday is
a day of rest. He put up a very weak
argument. He had to bring meat and the
lack of refrigerators into the question.

Hon. Sir Ross MoLarty: He said nothing
about picture shows.

Hon. L. THORN: That is so. He did not
say that the Government is giving picture
proprietors a free go on Sundays. He also
said nothing about permitting people on
the Goldfields to purchase two bottles of
beer on Sunday, apart from the trading
concessions that they already enjoy. There
is no need for the Minister to drag side
issues, such as the supply of meat and
other commodities, into the discussion
when enterprising business people are
rendering an essential service to the motor-
ing public. They are prepared to give that
service, but the Government does not pro-
pose to allow them to continue. It is aL
crying shame. The Minister referred to
industrial conditions and said that when
we were in office we were prepared to
break them down.

The Minister for Labour: I did not say
that.

Hon. L. THORN: Well, what did the
Minister say?

The Premier: He will tell you in a
minute.

Hon. L. THORN: All right. When the
McLarty-Watts Government was in office,
it did not break down any industrial con-
ditions. No Government had a better In-
dustrial record. More concessions were
granted to the working man than ever be-
fore. What that Government did was to
try to keep industrial conditions on a fair
basis, and leave disputes to the decision
of the Arbitration Court.
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Mr. Brady: What did you do to the In-
dustrial Arbitration Act?

Hon, L. THORN: Members on the Gov-
ernment side are trying to draw me away
from the question.

Mr. Brady: Tell us something about the
Russian system.

Hon. L. THORN: I will tell the hon.
member something presently. I am dis-
appointed at the Government not permit-
ting this service to continue for the benefit
of the motoring public. I sincerely hope
that drivers of vehicles will not forget those
garage proprietors who were prepared to
give that service.

Mr. QLDFIELD: I am disappointed at
the Minister for not seeing reason and not
accepting the amendments that have been
put forward. When he drew comparisons
and stated that the previous Government
aimed at breaking dawn industrial con-
ditions. I consider that he put up a very
illogical argument. He cannot justify the
attitude he has adopted if consideration
is given to the fact that the Government
is seeking to grant the Ooldfields people
a further concession by allowing them to
purchase two bottles of beer on Sunday.
By that provision, a man on the Goldfields
will be able to buy all the beer he wants
on a Sunday, but if he desires to drive
his wife to Coolgardle for a run on the
same day, he will nut be able to buy the
petrol in order to do so.

The Minister for Housing: But it does
not matter if petrol is warm.

Mr. OLOFIELD: Why does the Govern-
ment allow barmen and barmaids; to work
on Saturday afternoon in the city and on
Sundays on the Goldfields? If the Minister
wishes to be consistent, why does he not
introduce a Bill that will allow hotel em-
ployees to have their Saturday afternoons
free? Why not close restaurants on Satur-
day afternoons and Sundays?

The Minister for Health: Why not dis-
allow all cooks and waitresses?

Mr. OLDFIELD: That is so. We have
to draw the line when considering a service
that is to be rendered to the public during
normal trading hours. The supply of
petrol and small spare motor parts on a
Sunday is equally as important as the
supply of meals and beer. Therefore, the
Minister should not start talking about the
breaking down of industrial conditions by
the previous Government.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes .... .... ... .... 21

Majority against 3

Mr. Abbott
Mr. Acktland
Mr. Court
Mr. Doney
Mr. Hearman
Mr. Hill
Mr. Mann
Mr. Manning
Sir Ross McLarty

Mr. Andrew
Mr. Brady
Mr. Graham,
Mr. Hawke
Mr. Heal
Mr. W. Hegney
Mr. Hoar
Mr. JamiLeson
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Kelly
Mr. Laphama

Ayes.
Mr. Nalder
Mr. North
Mr. Ciddleld
Mr. Owen
Mr. Thorn
Mr. Watts
Mr. Wild
Mr. Yates
Mr. Hutchinson

(Teller.,,
Noes.

Mr. Lawrence
Mr. Moir
Mr. Norton
Mr. Nulsen
Mr. O'Brien
Mr. Rhatigan
Mr. Rodoreda.
Mr. Sleemnan
Mr. Styants
Mr. May

(Teller.)
Palms.

Ayes. Noes.
flame P. Cardell-Oliver Mr. Guthrie
Mr. Boveli Mr. Sewell
Mr. Brand Mr. Tonkin
Mr. Cornell Mr. Mc~ulloch

Amendment thus negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Title-agreed to.

Bill reported without amendment and
the report adopted.

Third Reading.
The MINISTER FOR LABOUR:'

move-
That the Bill be now read a third

time.
Question put and a division taken with

the following result:-

Noes .. .. ..

Majority for ..

Mrt. Andrew
Mr. Brady
Mr. Graham
Mr. Hawkte
Mr. Heal
Mr. J. Hegney
Mr. W. Hegney
Mr. Roar
Mr. Jamleson
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Kelly

Mr. Abbott
Mr. Ackland
Mr. Court
Mr. Doney
Mr. Hearman
Mr. Hill
Mr. Mann
Mr. Manning
Sir Rosa MeLarty

Ayes.
Mr. Outhrie
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Tonktin
Mr. Mcoulloch

Question thus

Ayes.
Mr. Lspbim,
Mr. Lawrence
Mr. Moir
Mr. Norton
Mr. Nulsen
Mr. O'Brien
Mr. Rhatigan
Mr. Smacman
Mr. Styante
Mr. May

18

3

(Teller.)
Noes.

Mr. Nalder
Mr. North
Mr. Oldfieid
Mr. Owen
Mr. Thorn
Mr. Watts
Mr. Wild
Mr. Yates
Mr. Hutchinson

(Teller.)
Pairs.

Noes.
Dame P. Cardell-Ollver
Mr. Bonnl
Mr. Brand
Mr. Cornell

passed.
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Bill read a third time and transmitted
to the Council.

BILL-TOWN PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT (METROPOLITAN

REGION INTERIM DEVELOPMENT
POWERS).

Second Reading.
Debate resumed from the 8th December.

MR. COURT (Nedlands) [6.21: 1 sup-
Port the second reading of this Bill, al-
though there are several important
amendments which need attention In the
Committee stage. My principal reserva-
tions on the legislation are five in num-
ber.

Firstly, I feel the measure gives extra-
ordinary powers to the Minister; secondly,
there are inadequate compensation provi-
sion and inadequate compensation ma-
chinery; thirdly, I have a reservation as
to whether the Minister will be sufficiently
elastic in general and specific development
exemptions, and will avoid irksome and
unnecessary restrictions, red tape and
bottlenecks when he issues his Interim de-
velopment order as provided by the meas-
ure: fourthly, I1 consider there is a very
doubtful principle in directing a local
authority to levy a specific rating; fifthly,
the provisions regarding the restrictions
on the Crown, and the power to bind the
Crown are very limited and, In fact, have
a complete disregard for local authorities
in any observations of the metropolitan
regional planning requirements.

I have an apology to make to the
House because this is a most vital sub-
ject--it is one which is intensely interest-
ing-and is a subject in which I have
been interested over the years. I found
that the lack of time defeated me in mak-
ing the searching analysis which this and*
the Town Planning and Development Act
amendments warrant. I feel the House
is entitled to a very careful explanation
and a complete analysis of all that the
measure proposes, because it Is unlikely
that any other legislation dealt with in
recent years has such a far-reaching effect
on the existing usage, ownership and
rights of people In the metropolitan
region, and the future development and
exploitation of our natural resources and
created facilities.

This measure seeks to achieve several
important objectives and in considering
it we shall have to pay regard to the
related measure, namely, the amendment
to the Town Planning and Development
Act. It seeks to produce a metropolitan
regional plan on or before the 31st Decem-
ber, 1955. for approval by this Parliament.
It seeks to amend and extend machinery
for achieving the metropolitan regional
plan and the existing overall town-plan-
ning and development law. It also directs
local authorities to levy a rate to be paid

into the metropolitan regional planning
fund, a rate which is fixed on a yearly
basis if need be, or in other words, it could
be levied by direction more than once dur-
ing the life of the interim legislation. It
also seeks to make this legislation operative
to the 31st December, 1955, and no longer.
The last point should be borne in mind by
members because it is not a Permanent
measure. Later I shall comment on the
need or otherwise 6? this interim legisla-
tion to fill in this period before the plan
is adopted.

Hon. Sir Ross McLarty: The term "1955
and no longer" means, in effect, nothing
because it can be extended as other Acts
have been extended.

Mr. COURT: We must consider the
measure as it is at the moment on the
assumption that there is no extension be-
yond the date mentioned, particularly as
the Minister indicated that rather than
run on to that time, he hopes to finish
before that date. I understand that this
is quite practicable, if the necessary effort
is made.

It is redundant for me to recite to the
House the history of town planning de-
velopment in the State. Suffice to say that
the nettle on this particular matter ap-
pears to have been grasped when the pre-
vious Government appointed that eminent
world authority, Professor Stephenson. It
can be said that that appointment marked
an important milestone in the town plan-
ning and development of the State.
Through public utterances and conversa-
tions, one gathers the impression that he
is a man clothed with experience, know-
ledge and a creative outlook.

Furthermore, he gives the impression of
being realistic in his approach to over-
coming difficulties, and his approach to
the rights of existing authorities and in-
dividuals--two very important considera-
tions if the planning is to proceed with-
out any undue hostility. Above all, being
removed from the hurly-burly of everyday
local experiences and influences, he should
be able to bring about an impartial ap-
proach to our town-planning and develop-
ment problems. it is important that hon.
members should fully appreciate the signi-
ficance of the expression "metropolitan
region." It should be clearly under-
stood that, as defined in the measure, it
does not mean the metropolitan area.
Doubtless most members have examined
the map that is contained in the Second
Schedule of the measure.

The area covered in the map extends
north of Yanchep along the coast, and
north to Bullsbrook, further inland.
It follows a line east past Chidlow
and Wooroloo, then it goes South as far
as Keysbrook but not as far as Mandurah
on the coast. Of course, the measure
does provide for exclusions and additions
to the area, whether the areas be con-
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tiguous or not. I am assured that It is
most probable that there will be consider-
able deletions rather than additions. I
understand that the boundaries as shown
in the Second Schedule were intended for
ease of consideration at this stage. How-
ever. I feel that a lot of the country covered
by this area is of no immediate town-plan-
ning significance, and, in my view, the
area will need drastic curtailment if the
plan is to be produced on time. When
in Committee I propose to move an amend-
ment accordingly.

In the measure only the commissioner
is to prepare the metropolitan regional
plan and submit it to the Minister. From
that I presume that the Town Planning
Board, as we know it under the existing
legislation, will be confined to such local
authority planning as is to be handled,
subdivisions and a certain amount of
advice on the regional plan. On examina-
tion I find no necessity to quarrel with
that because, with the appointment of Pro-
fessor Stephenson. it is important that the
authorities get on with the job proposed by
the legislation. As I see the position,
Professor Stephenson will work in very
close co-operation with the local commis-
sioner. The job of producing this plan
is highly technical and skilled, and it is
best that they get on with it under the
name of the commissioner, to produce re-
sults in due course for handling by the
Minister for ultimate submission to this
Parliament.

The Bill provides that the Town Plan-
ning and Development Act, the one already
on the statute book, is to be read in con-
junction with the interim legislation. It
provides that the Act shall apply in
respect of the metropolitan region unless
the interim legislation stipulates otherwise.
Initially I took that at its face value and
considered that all the compensation pro-
visions of the Town Planning and Develop-
ment Act would automatically follow in
respect of the metropolitan region; I1
find that is not so, neither was it intended
that the compensation sections in the Town
Planning and Development Act automatic-
ally follow the interim legislation. The
Minister might like to make some comment
on that point in reply because he may dis-agree with my viewpoint and because he
may have advice to the contrary, namely,
that the compensation provisions of the
existing town-planning law automatically
follow the interim legislation.

The next major question to which I
address myself Is whether this interim
measure is necessary at all. I have very
grave doubt as to whether it is absolutely
necessary. I fail to see where the existing
Town Planning and Development Act, es-
pecially as proposed to be amended
does not provide all the machinery
needed, if it is fully employed. 1 admit
however, that the interim legislation
could be the means of focussing the most

needed and immediate attention to the
metropolitan regional problems. Further-
more, knowing the uncertainty that has
existed regarding certain provisions of the
existing Act, it could be that the interim
legislation is a good means of overcoming
any disputes, removing all doubt regard-
ing the powers of local authorities, and
generally making it easier for this legisla-
tion to function without a lot of litiga-
tion,

Sitting suspended Irom 6.15 to 7.30 P.M.

Mr. COURT: I am rather concerned that
this measure should have brought in so
late. Try as I might I have found it im-
possible to research it adequately in the
last week. I would say that because of
the other measures going through, in
which one is interested, at least two weeks
is necessary to grasp fully the significance
of this Bill, and what It attempts to
achieve. Related to these comments is
the previous observation I made as to
whether the existing law was adequate.

if It should be that another place does
not see fit to Pass the Bill because of
the time or some other factor, I cannot
see that there is any need to abandon the
project for the metropolitan region scheme
because, with some ingenuity and drive, I
am sure results could be achieved with
the present legislation. The measure con-
tains a definition of "development" which
is of the utmost importance. Of necessity
it is wide and all-embracing, and virtu-
ally means that development is any use
of an area other than that use which
existed at the dqjte of the coming into
operation of the Act. The Bill contains
provision for co-operation and con-
sultation with local authorities, Gov-
ernment departments, persons. organi-
sations and the like who might be
affected by the proposed metropolitan
regional plan, and full consideration of
their views. It is vital to the preparation
and the smooth working of the plan that
this co-operation and consultation be car-
ried out to the fullest extent, and I trust
that on these points the Minister or com-
missioner will err on the side of excess
rather than insufficiency.

Some members are inclined to treat the
work of local government far too lightly.
After all, it is the third leg in our Aus-
tralian system of government following
after the Commonwealth Government and
the State Government. We must admit
that in many respects the local authorities
are closer to the People In their particular
areas than are some of the State and
Commonwealth members.

I feel there is a tendency on the part,
of some Government departments to show
a degree of intolerance to local authori-
ties. We should appreciate that their-
work is done In an honorary manner, and.
it makes exacting demands on the coun-
cillors and road board members. For my
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own part I cannot praise too highly the
work done by local authorities, and I de-
plore any Government or Government-
employee attitude which displays intoler-
ance to their efforts. We, as members of
this Parliament, should set an example
in our attitude towards their admirable
work. likewise I oppose any move made
to over-ceiitrallse our local government.

Let us tidy up the boundaries, by all
means, but not have wholesale absorption
'of authorities with the consequent dangers
,of over-centralised administration, per-
baps political intrusion, and, in the final
-outcome, the state of affairs which has
developed in certain other States where
so-called "greater areas" are achieved,
and an authority is superimposed between
the State Government and the local auth-
ority. We all know only too well the dis-
astrous effect of some of these arrange-
mentsB in recent weeks.

This brings me to the biggest query of
all under this interim legislation, and that
is: What will be the -attitude of the Minis-
ter? In spite of his denials--I am re-
ferring to the Minister for Local Govern-
inent-there is still a strong body of opin-
ion inclined to the view that he is dog-
matic in his attitude to local authorities.
It is an atmosphere that needs urgent
removal. Co-operation and goodwill form
the only basis on which these planning
schemes can succeed.

In the final analysis, the local authority
is the vital link in implementing such
plans. The Town Planning Board's ad-
ministration would break down under the
sheer weight of detail if the local authori-
ties did not have the maximum responsi-
bility, subject, of course, to a guiding
rather than a dictating hand. Then there
is the question of public interest and co-
operation. Legislate as much as we will,
unless the local authorities and the public
become planning and development con-
scious, the future could be a stormy one in
this particular field.

It is much easier to undertake necessary
but often unpopular actions, such as re-
suinptions and restrictions, if there is
an informed public. Much needs to be
done to interest the public In a problem
which vitally concerns their future wel-
fare and amenities. I suggest to the Gov-
ernment that coincidental with the imple-
menting of this measure there should be
an intensification of publicity regarding
town planning and development. Some of
the avenues which could be followed by
the Government would be to arrange for a
well prepared and carefully conceived
series of lectures to be given to, say,
parents and citizens' associations, pro-
gress associations, ratepayer organisations,
professional bodies, and the like.

In addition, brochures of an attractive
type, explaining the aims and objects of
planning, could be published. Any avenue
which lends itself to help gain public

confdence and support should be followed.
The maximum amount of publicity should
be given to the work of Professor Stephen-
son, Mr. Hepburn and any other people
directly concerned with the preparation of
the proposed plan. I feel sure that the
Press would gladly co-operate in a pro-
grammne of education of the public so that
they would support these schemes. To
achieve this, of course, there must be a
prompt release of progress reports of what
is going on in this planning field.

Some might say that certain in-
formation regarding Planning is essentially
of a confidential nature, and with that I
agree, but we do not want to take that
view too far, because there are certain
times when it is better to have an under-
standing public, and take a risk regard-
ing exploitation, than to come to light
at the last minute with a scheme
which brings with 'it nothing but hos-
tility. The expense of publicity would be
well merited, and I am sure that an in-
formed, enthusiastic and co-operative pub-
lic would be worth untold money and time
in the actual implementation of the
scheme.

Proceeding further with the B3ill itself,
there is a feature to which I invite the at-
tention of members and that is this, that
when the measure becomes law, all local
authorities in the metropolitan region will
be deemed to have resolved to prepare a
scheme. The effect of this is a little hard
to follow. I have tried to find the real
implications of it, and I have been in-
formed in one Quarter that if this provi-
sion were not in this measure, it would
not be significant. But, it is here. Per-
haps the Minister will comment on it.

I can see that it might have the effect
of producing a greater degree of control
during the immediate planning work where
development Is contemplated within the
local authority area. If it is of no signi-
ficance, I would like the Minister to say so.
There is no need for it to be deleted If it
has no significance, but I have a feeling
that it has some significance, if only we
can ascertain what it is. Under the
measure, the local authorities are auto-
matically regarded as being the respons-
ible authority for their own district, The
responsible authority is to be the local
authority responsible for the enforcement
and the observance of the scheme or for
the execution of any works which under
a scheme or this measure are to be exe-
cuted by a local authority.

it is important that this clause be read
in conjunction with later clauses. For
instance, there is a. reference to existing
schemes in respect of the metropolitan
regional plan, and the Bill provides that
these existing schemes are to be classed
as interim schemes when the measure
becomes law.

There in the legislation, we find a rather
important provision. Although in one part
of the Bill the local authorities are not
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permitted to make further by-laws gov-
erning town planning, they are, in fact,
permitted to amend and revoke existing
by-laws. That could be most important
because when existing by-laws or schemes
are revoked or amended, the question of
compensation could very easily arise. I
can see some local authorities being sorely
embarrassed because of the provisions in
the measure as it stands.

I am informed that it is not intended
that the compensation provisions of the
Town Planning and Development Act shall
be tied to this measure, in spite of the
fact that in one part of the Bill it says,
"This Act is to be read in conjunction with
the Town Planning and Development Act,
1928-1947, and applies only to the metro-
politan region." An explanation has been
given that this is purely a planning measure
and is not a measure for the implementa-
tion of the scheme. If one accepted that
theory and relied on the fact that the
scheme is subject to the approval of Par-
liament. presumably after objections had
been considered, everything would be easy.
But I feel that the matter goes further
than that.

To achieve the purpose of the interim
legislation, certain wide powers are created:
powers to refuse authority for develop-
ment, powers to amend or revoke existing
orders and the like. For my part, I can
see that injurious affection could result
during the planning stages. Although we
all hope it will not happen. I can see that
if this plan is to be pressed on with vigour
with the object of achieving or producing
a metropolitan regional Plan before the
31st December, 1965, many actions will have
to be taken by the commissioner, the Min-
ister and the local authorities which could
provoke claims for injurious affection, as
we undertand it under the existing town
planning and development law, and as we
would understand it when considering what
is fair and proper for the owners of pro-
erties.

Therefore, I feel that we have a duty to
amend this legislation, where necessary, to
provide compensation machinery for use
during the planning stages in anticipation
of the adoption and the final implementa-
tion of the metropolitan regional plan. If
the prospects of compensation are remote
during the planning stages, the machinery
will not hurt. It is there and will not be
used. But I can see that from the moment
the commissioner starts to get to work on
this plan, all sorts of situations could arise
where injurious affection claims could be
made on local authorities, in Particular,
under this measure. It is really for the
local authorities, as well as for the in-
dividual owners, that I seek some compen-
sation machinery because when one studies
the measure closely one finds that local
authorities could be forced into a position,
because of a direction or a decision by the
Minister, where they would be involved in

a considerable sum, and it is unfair for
them to be Placed in that position. For
one thing, moat local authorities would
not have the money to pay some of the
claims that one could imagine under the
scheme.

I have prepared some amendments for
consideration during the Committee stage
and these amendments make provision for
compensation machinery and for appeals.
I had in mind originally that we might in-
elude some all-embracing clause such as
"where a claim against a local authority
for any reason whatever arises from the
operation of this Act as a result of a
decision or direction under this Act by the
Minister, the local authority shall be in-
demnified against such claim by the Min-
ister." I realise that such a clause would
be unacceptable to most Governments, but
it was an approach that I thought would
overcome the problem of Possible claims
against a local authority which were not
of its own making.

Coincidental with this legislation we have
to consider some amendments to the Town
Planning and Development Act. It is Sig-
nificant to mention that those amendments
will have a direct bearing on this Par-
ticular legislation inasmuch as they extend
the cases to which compensation is not
payable. As a result of that extension, a.
grave injustice could be done to owners
and to local authorities if adequate mach-
inery for compensation were not provided.
Summed up, as far as compensation is con-
cerned, I would say that there is grave In-
certainty in the measure as to the rights
of compensation, the method and mach-
inery of assessing and claiming compen-
sation and as to who is liable to pay that
compensation.

The term, "interim development order"
which is defined in the measure will Per-
mit progress and avoid stagnation. Under
a provision in the Bill the Minister
can issue an order. I can see the need
for that if a complete cessation of develop-
ment is to be avoided. But the crux of
the whole situation will be the degree to
which the Minister ties things up-that
is, the extent to which he is prepared to
exempt certain developmental projects and
the extent to which he wants to prohibit
other developmental projects. In this
order he will provide the machinery, in
effect, for the local authority to handle
development during the period of this in-
terim legislation. He will be able to specify
exemptions and prohibitions of develop-
mental work.

I feel that the wide powers under the
relevant clause are open to objection and
I suggest that either an appeal authority
be created or there be some curtailment-
of the power. There again I have sug-
gested to the Minister an amendment
which I think will overcome the situation..
I submit to the Minister that this is the
occasion for a bold approach if the machim-
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ery to be used during the planning stage
Is not to be too cumbersome and is not to
retard progress. Those who have had ex-
perience under the British Town Planning
Act of 1947 have told me that the nmachin-
ery was extremely cumbersome and clut-
tered up with red tape. If we had such a
state of affairs here, it could very easily
bring about the defeat of the proposed
.new town planning under this interim
m1easure.

Under the Bill there is an allowance of
90 days for a local authority to consider
ian application for an authority to pro-
,ceed with some development. When I first
saw that provision I thought the term
was rather long, but on reflection I can
see that it will be rather difficult for the
local authority to have a look at all the
problems, pass them on to the commis-
sioner, receive them back again with the
discussions that will ebb and flow between
the local authority and the commissioner,
and then convey its decision.

The significant feature of the 90-day
limit is that if the local authority decides
to do nothing about an application to ob-
tain approval for the developmental work,
and just sits, at the end of the 90 days
the local authority is deemed to have re-
fused the application. Then the applicant
can set in motion certain machinery pro-
vided in the Bill. He will go to the Min-
ister who can, of course, confirm the action
of the local authority in doing nothing-
in other words, refusing the order-or the
Minister can direct that the application
be approved, subject to certain conditions
as he thinks fit. But in some cases there
will be tremendous delay; especially in the
case of a timid local authority that wants
to side-step an issue. Such a local auth-
ority would know that it had 90 days and
if it had done nothing by that time it is
deemed to have said, "No." Of course,
it could, prior to that date, give a decision
and say, "No," which would be the proper
thing to do if its members had made up
their minds.

But the important point is that the per-
son who makes an application will have
to wait 90 days hefore he can invoke the
machinery whereby the Minister has a say
in the matter. it cannot be denied that
the measure greatly restricts the powers
of local authorities. The suggestion has
been put to me that it does not do that,
but that it extends their powers. I fail
to see that. As far as the town-planning
activities of local authorities are con-
cerned, in my opinion the Bill greatly re-
stricts them. In fact, it virtually puts them
into a state of suspended animation for
the term of the Bill, subject to any un-
freezing that the Minister has power to
do under an interim development order.

I do not think it is asking too much to
request the Minister to give us some in-
formation. even if it Is of a fairly general
nature, as to what the responsible Minister
has in mind to prohibit and exempt under

his interim order. Surely at this stage he
has envisaged a broad outline of it.
If he could give us some information on
that aspect it would relieve our minds.
At present the measure leaves far too much
to the personal opinion of the Minister.
As we know, there are already arguments
between the Minister and certain local
authorities concerning brick areas and so
on about which, in my opinion, the local
authorities, in most cases, have more local
knowledge than any of us, even the Minis-
ter.

The next provision I want to mention
concerns binding of the Crown. It was
stated, when the Bill was introduced, that
the measure provided for binding the
Crown, and to a certain extent that is true.
But I would point out that Section 32
of the Town Planning and Develop-
ment Act sets out wide powers with regard
to the binding of the Crown and, in fact,
in my opinion, would achieve as much as, if
not more than, is proposed in the Bill.
As I see it, the weakness is this: The
measure says that "The Crown shall com-
ply, as far as is reasonably practicable,
with the recommendations of the commis-
sioner." I should imagine that those words
would be interpreted fairly widely by some
Government departments if they wanted
to get on with a particular project. I
can visualise some first-class wrangles be-
tween the commissioner and certain Gov-
ernment departments.

Furthermore, there is no suggestion in
that part of the measure that the Gov-
ernment authorities will have any -regard
for the views of local authorities. 1 would
like to have seen some reference to the
reasonable requirements of local authori-
ties. In fact, it might be better to leave
the existing Section 32 of the Town Plan-
ning and Development Act as it is. The
metropolitan regional town-planning rate
is a rather Contentious matter in the Bill.
It provides that this will be struck to
assist towards the cost of preparing a plan
and to assist towards the cost of payments
under Clauses 11, 14 and 16. I can see
that the Government cannot expect the
proceeds of that rate to meet the total
cost of preparing this plan. maybe it
can. The Minister can Inform us whether
this estimated £23,000 a year is sufficient
for the planning stage-the preparation
of the metropolitan regional Plan.

I can see that it could be grossly inade-
quate and could need quite serious Sup-
plementation by the Government. Not
only is it necessary for the actual cost
of preparing the plan, but it also has to
be available to meet what could be con-
siderable claims under appropriate sec-
tions. The Minister could probably give
us some indication, when replying to the
debate, as to how much the Government
expects It will have to contribute from
other sources, and what sources it plans
to use.
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My big objection to the present provi-
sian is that it directs a local authority
to levy a rate. I feel the principle is
bad. Once we do this and find that it
works and we say to those local authori-
ties, "You strike that rate and give us
the proceeds," it will be, in effect, a nice,
easy and costless system of taxing as far
as the Government is concerned. Whilst
we are only thinking in terms of town
planning costs at this stage, it could be
carried further.

We could have other people sitting on
the Government benches and saying, "That
was very painless; let us try it again."
I do not like the principle of saying that
to the local authorities. We should try
to encourage them to improve their ad-
ministration and to improve their respon-
sibility in their approach to their problems.
I do not think we should direct them as
to what they should do regarding a specific
rate.

The method of assessing is also open
to some doubt. The measure provides it
will be ld. in the £ on the annual value
when annual values are used, and id. in
the f where unimproved values are used.
It would appear to me, having surveyed
the Second Schedule, that the money will
not necessarily be raised in the proportion
that the benefits are to be received. For
instance1 as a rough guess I would say
that the Perth City Council would provide
approximately £14,000 or £15,000 of the
total £23,000. I think that is a dispropor-
tionate amount for the final benefits to be
received under the proposed scheme. We
would also have the spectacle of one of
these areas, say Mundaring, levying this
rate and paying a disproportionate amount
for the benefit it will receive, compared
with, say, Cottesloe or Subiaco.

Let us take Subiaco, for instance. There
we roughly have 1,500 acres and it is very
largely a built-up area and an old area.
I doubt very much whether it would re-
ceive a great degree of immediate benefit
under the scheme. The fact that the local
authorities will benefit from the plan is
not disputed. We will all benefit from it,
whether we live In Mundaring, Subiaco or
South Perth, Even people who live out-
side the proposed metropolitan regional
area -will gain a great benefit from it, as
they use the area from time to time.

But I feel that planning and develop-
ment of the particular type under con-
sideration in the interim measure is
usually general In its effect; It is
designed to link up on an overall basis
and is not local in its effect. As I see it,
this plan will be approached on the broad-
est possible basis, to affect the whole of
the metropolitan region, and it will not be
designed to benefit one particular suburb
or part of the metropolitan region. Ac-
cordingly I would have felt happier if this
particular cost had been borne by the State
as a whole rather than we should start to

wrangle as to how much certain people
will pay, rather than establish this prin-
ciple of directing a local authority to im-
pose a specified rate.

I have put forward an amendment for
consideration on this particular point, to
try to relate the reimbursement from the
local authorities--if we insist they must
reimburse the Government-to a basis
more directly related to the benefits they
will receive under the scheme, and also to
avoid directing the local authorities that
they shall do this; in other words, that
they shall make and levy this particular
rate. If some of them want to pay their
account without paying their rate, let them
do it; but give them power to levy a rate
and recover from the ratepayers if they so
desire. I would like to deal with that
further at the Committee stage.

In conclusion, I would like to say that
I acknowledge the need for Positive action
in planning. Far too long have we been
inclined to hope for something better. If
we do grasp the nettle now. I am sure
we can achieve a result in the metropolitan
regional plan and in a broader plan for the
whole State, without unreasonable cost and
unreasonable inconvenience to any person.
Admittedly, some risks are necessary in re-
spect of powers we have to give to the
Minister, but we have not the right to
hand out those powers without some
reasonable safeguard. Above all I would
appeal to members when considering this
measure to make sure they are satis-
fled that the rights of the people and of
the local authorities are duly protected
in the machinery provided.

If we do not do that, I am sure we will
have nothing but resentment from the
local authorities; we will have adverse pub-
lic reaction; and instead of helping the
scheme, they will hinder it. I would again
reiterate that should the interim measure
not become law this session, I cannot see
why the Minister could not obtain the
goal he has set out to achieve. I hope he
will press on with a deadline for this metro-
politan regional plan and force it to its
conclusion with the maximum co-opera-
tion of the local authorities and any other
interested party. I support the second
reading, though I propose to move certain
amendments at the Committee stage.

HON. A. V. Rt. ABBOTT (Mt. Lawley)
[8.10]: 1 support the second reading of
the Bill, but I regret that the Government
has seen fit to bring it down so late in
the session. This measure is of great im-
portance to the State and, in my view, it
should have been brought down early
enough to enable It to be fully considered
by Parliament. I do not propose to deal
with all the provisions of the Bill. The
member for Nedlands has forecast certain
amendments and I think it very unfortu-
nate that they will not appear on the notice
Paper. We know that that is not the hon.
member's fault.
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-It -is regrettable that the debate could
not have been adjourned in order to en-
able the amendments to be placed on the
notice paper for every member to examine
carefully. I appreciate the difficulties con-
'dronting the Premier in his endeavour to
get his legislative programme through.
There are many Bills that could well have
been left to the next session.

In dealing with this legislation we must
ensure that Western Australia develops
along the proper lines. It will be an
advantage not only to the individual who
lives in the area affected but to every other
citizen. Yet, as I understand it, the en-
tire cost is to be charged to the local metro-
politan area. By far the greater portion of
the cost must be charged on the central
city block, and it will not receive any
direct advantage from this town planning.
The city block and its immediate sur-
roundings will pay by tar the greater por-
tion of the cost and will not receive much
direct advantage from it. I think the ex-
penses of the interim provision should have
been borne by the people as a whole and
should have come out of the general rev-
enue fund; it should not have been a tax
on the land owner.

If any land owner does achieve a con-
siderable advantage as a result of this
town-planning scheme or by any order
made, it probably increases the value on
the basis of which he will have to con-
tribute towards it. There is a betterment
tax provided in the Act itself. Accordingly
it is 'Heads the owner loses and tails he
still loses." He is taxed for the plan, and
if he gets any advantage out of it, he is
taxed again. So I think the Government
might well have borne the expense.

The other point I would lil~e to make is
that I cannot conceive of this plan opera-
ting without the creation of a number of
arterial roads. If they are declared as
such they must be treated as such, and
the Minister has the right to require any
necessary work in connection with them to
be done, but there is no provision for the
assistance to be rendered to a local auth-
ority. In my view arterial roads are not
roads the expense for which should be
borne by a local authority. They are not
used peculiarly for the residents of a par-
ticulararea, but for the whole of the metro-
politan area in the city. But there is no
provision for the assistance of local
authorities in that connection, and I think
something should be done.

if the Bill were not an urgent one I
would vote against the second reading
because of its late introduction. How-
ever, it would appear that it is essential.
'We have certainly got to take advantage
of Professor Stephenson and his colleagues
while they are available. We cannot wait.
I agree with the member for Nedlands that
-we could have achieved something by go-
ing on with the existing Act for the present
and by bringing down a Bill which would
hiave had comprehensive operation on a

permanent basis, where provision could
be made for arterial roads, and who was to
provide for them; and where perhaps some
form of taxation could have been intro-
duced which could have been borne by
the people of the whole State--or at least
a portion of it. However, we have the Bill
before us. but I hope the Premier will agree
to adjourn the Committee stage until to-
morrow so that amendments can be placed
on the notice paper for consideration.

HON. A. F. WATTS (Stirling) [8.161:
I listened with interest to most of the
speech of the member for Nedlands, but
I regret that I was unable to be here for
ten minutes of it. With all that I heard
I am in very strong agreement. I pro-
pose to vote for the second reading, but
I do hope that some alteration will be
made in the Bill in order that it may be
possible for me, and perhaps other mem-
bers. to give it continued support.

There are a number of major objections
to the terms of the Bill. First of all, I
think the proposed metropolitan region is
far too big. I cannot contemplate that
for any reasonable Period of years the
purely rural areas on the eastern, northern,
and south-eastern sides of the region as
set out in the schedule can ever require
the very stringent provisions of this meas-
ure to be applied to them. It seems to
me that, in addition to that aspect, the
Minister is imposing upon himself, and
upon the town-planning organisation-
such as it is in this State-a very con-
siderable amount of work and thinking,
which is, in my view, very doubtfully re-
quired.

The areas on the fringes of this pro-
posed metropolitan region are completely
rural; in fact, in some parts there is little
or no development of any kind. I cannot
contemplate a state of affairs where the
metropolitan area of the City of Perth is
going to extend over a distance of about
75 miles from north to south and 35 miles
from east to west, such as this proposal
envisages. It would be a terrifically
sprawling city if that were so. capable of
holding about 4,000,000 people, a state
of affairs that I trust will never be
reached in the metropolitan area of Perth.
We surely have had sufficient experience
of what has taken place in other parts
of the Commonwealth in the way of
centralisation of sprawling cities on the
coast to discourage a similar happening
in this State to the utmost of our ability.

Therefore I suggest, on those two counts,
that the Minister give very close considera-
tion to a proposal to narrow down this
area to one where it may confidently be
expected that town planning and develop-
ment under the Town Planning and De-
velopment Act may be essential in rela-
tion to the expansion of the Population
and industries of the metropolitan area
within a reasonable Period of years. That
is the first aspect that strikes me.
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Then. of course, the Bill proposes that
by force of the measure itself every local
authority within the region specified in
the Second Schedule, and covering all
the areas to which I have referred, shall
be deemed to have resolved to prepare
a scheme under the Town Planning and
Development Act. The necessity for that,
if we continue to cover the area I have
referred to, seems to me to be quite un-
likely. For what purpose, for example,
should the Wanneroo Road Board at the
moment be deemed to have resolved to
prepare a. scheme for its district, com-
prising an area from about 14 miles from
Perth to some 10 or 12 miles north of
Yanchep on the west coast? It appears
to me that the extensiveness of this pro-
posal is its chief objection.

Another one arises out of the same
thought. By force of the measure, all
the local authorities within that region
are, as the member for Nedlands said,' to
be required to strike a rate of Id. in the
£ on the annual value-if they use that
basis-and id. on the unimproved capital
value, if they use that basis. A total of
£23,000 is expected to be raised in one
year by a rate of that kind. That means
that areas situated far from the centre
of the City of Perth, far from any likely
town-planning development, in the next
decade of two-and, I trust, in any future
time-are to be required to pay that rate.

Hon. Sir Ross MeLarty: Some will be
30 miles away.

H-on. A. F. WATTS: Quite; and some
further. They are going to be required
to pay this rate as a contribution towards
the metropolitan regional planning fund
from which, on the face of it, they will
acquire no benefit whatever. So it seems
to me again, on that count, that there is
strong ground for reconstructing the area
which is suggested in this measure.

Then we come to the question of the
very extensive and somewhat unnecessary
--or at least undesirable-powers that are
to be vested in the Minister. I question
whether this Bill is really required at all.
1 do not think that there is anything that
could not be done-though not quite so
easily or forcibly perhaps-under the exist-
ing Town Planning and Development Act,
that is to be done under this measure
except, of course the striking of the rate
and the declaration of the region, and one
or two other things.

The major thing required to be done by
local authorities under this measure could
be done, if there were co-operation be-
t'ween the Town Planning Board and
the local authorities, under the parent Act.
I do not know whether there is any in-
tention, in producing this measure in its
present form, to coerce some of the local
authorities who hitherto have not been
particularly willing to take steps under
the parent Act. I know that in respect
of one metropolitan local authority there
have been grave doubts as to whether

zoning under the Town Planning and
Development Act would not, when it came
to enforcing the scheme, land it in com-
pensatlion claims which it would be in no
way able to pay. For that reason, I under-
stand, it has been reluctant to enter into
a town planning scheme or enforce such
proposals because of its belief that it could
not pay the compensation claims that
would arise.

But, if that is so, there is nothing in
this Bill, so far as I can see to assist it in
that direction; because, while there is to
be a metropolitan regional planning fund,
it is only to be derived from this rate which
is to be struck; and so far as I can
gather, the rate is going to be struck only
for two years. Therefore, a maximum
amount of £50,000 will be available, and
that will go a very short distance indeed
towards meeting some of the claims that
could be assessed for compensation if any
extensive developmental zoning plans were
imposed on some of the larger local auth-
orities of the metropolitan area.

There is no suggestion in the Bill that
any money should be appropriated by
Parliament for the purpose. So far as
I have been able to ascertain in the short
time that has been available to me, there
is no method whereby Money can be raised
other than by this rate. If that is so, the
fund that is suggested will be totally in-
adequate for the purpose, and will not re-
lieve the local authority I have in mind of
any of the fears it had in relation to corn-
pensatlion claims that might be payable by
it if it ventured on the substantial town
planning scheme that has been con-
templated and thought about by it and the
Town Planning Board a number of times
in the last few years.

That again seems to be another weak-
ness in this measure. It does not improve
to any degree the position that obtains
under the existing law and, except for one
or two parts, it could very well have been
dispensed with altogether. It is true that
the Bill brought down in 1951 made provi-
sion for a metropolitan planning fund, but
that was not to be comprised only of the
rate to be struck for the limited area com-
prised In the measure. Funds were also
to be appropriated by Parliament, and in
other ways, but there is nothing in this
measure to show that money will be raised
in any other way than by the striking
of the rate proposed.

I can, too, express some regret that a
rather involved measure of this nature
should have been brought down consider-
ably late in the session. I realise that
there were probably difficulties encount-
ered in having it prepared; that the new
commissioner has not been very long in
office, and doubtless has taken time to ac-
quaint himself with some of the problemrs
that exist in the metropolitan area and
its surroundings; and that the preparation
and scanning of the Bill took some time.
But it is a very important subject, and
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* tLo'tne who attempts to dovetail this and
the .gccompanying Bill into the parent Act
finds biinself engaged for a very consider-
able tilsm. It is not a matter of an hour
or two, especially when one adds to that,

.the endeavour to obtain an understanding
cit Nwhat the proposals actually mean, and
how they will be applied, and what the
result is likely to be; and at the same
time the endeavour to contact one or two
in local authorities who may be able to give
one some idea of the reaction to the pro-
posals of interested persons who are mem-
bers of local authorities in the region.

So the week that has passed has only
just enabled me to get somewhat of a
grasp of the contents of these two measures
and some idea of what their effect might
be, and I am not particularly slow at this
business. When the same process has
to be repeated in another place, which
apparently will have less time than we here
have had, it is going to be extremely diffi-
cult to get a unanimous opinion on a de-
sirable class of measure.

I ask the Minister to give favourable
consideration not so much to narrowing
down the powers of the Minister under this
measure as to incorporating in it some
qualifications of those powers, such as I
believe have been suggested by the mem-
ber for Nedlands, so that local authorities
and others concerned may feel that there
is recourse to someone other than the
Town Planning Board itself in arriv-
ing at final decisions on some of the vexed
questions. Quite obviously, the Minister in
charge of the Town Planning and Develop-
ment Act is the one who is to make the
final decisions to which the Bill refers in
three or four places. He is not an expert in
town Planning; I suppose he knows no
miore about it than any other member, and
therefore he is bound to be guided by his
departmental officers.

This really amounts to an appeal from
Caesar to Caesar, because undoubtedly in
many instances the plans will have been
-recommended by the town planning officer,
and the decision of the Minister given as a
result of an appeal to him will almost un-
doubtedly be affected by the opinion of
that officer, given to the Minister in the
course of his inquiries. Therefore, the
views of the town planning officer will be
paramount in both instances.

This would not be a very satisfactory
method from the point of view of people
who are, or think they are, being in-
juriously affected by whatever proposal
is under discussion, whereas, by giv-
ing some right of appeal to a judge of the
Supreme Court or other qualified auth-
ority of that nature, there would immedi-
ately be removed from the minds of those
folk the idea of any unnecessary or unfair
bias against them. That course would
make the Bill more acceptable to me and,
in the ultimate, would assist the Minister
for Town Planning in his solution of the
problems that come before him.

There is much to be said for making the
rate a more optional business than is pro-
posed in the Bill. I should imagine that it
would be just as easy for the Minister to
assess the amount that a local authority
ought to pay In respect of the cost and
contributions referred to in the Bill. He
could say to the local authority, "Subject to
the right of appeal, this is the amount you
should be paying to the metropolitan plan-
ning fund in respect of the work done in or
in connection with your district." Then
the local authority would have two
options--(1) Having finally determined
the amount, to pay it from its ordinary
revenue; or (2) to strike a rate to enable
the money to be paid immediately or by
instalments over a period of time, I could
raise one or two other objections to the
Bill, but the best place to mention them
will be in Committee. For the time being,
I propose to support the second reading, but
hope the Minister will give consideration to
the major objections that I and other
members have voiced.

THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING (Hon.
H. E. Graham-East Perth-in reply)
[8-36]: I fully appreciate the difficulty
that has been stressed of properly cor-
relating the two Bills and the Town Plan-
ning and Development Act, and at the
same time endeavouring to obtain a clear
idea as to how the scheme of things en-
visaged will work. I say this with some
feeling, because, while members have had
a week in which to study the subject, my
first meeting with town planning occurred
some 30 minutes or so prior to being called
to my feet to introduce the two measures.
However, it has been possible for me, to
a greater or lesser extent, to make myself
more familiar with the subject than I
was a week ago.

I appreciate the attitude of members
in supporting the principle embodied in
the measure-a measure that is designed
to hold the fort. There are, of course.
many things to follow later on, and these
will take place under the Town Planning
and Development Act, with, I trust, the
amendments that will be considered here
shortly. There is in some respects a mis-
conception as to what this regional plan
is to be. Judging by the discussion, there
appears to be envisaged a drawing of a
plan or a map setting out In considerable
detail what is intended. I imagine that
there will be a plan, indeed many plans,
but the chief basis will be something ap-
pearing in writing laying down conditions
and other requirements to give effect to
some of the broad principles designed on
the map.

Detailed planning, of course, is some-
thing that will follow later. I say this
advisedly because, from the remarks, par-
ticularly of the member for Mt. Lawley,
one could gather the impression that the
town planning to be done is detailed sub-
dividing; and something of that nature
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has apparently been passing through the
minds of other members as they spoke of
the benefits that will accrue to the people
in certain local areas and none at all,
or very few, in other areas. It is not my
intention-because this will be the task
of Professor Stephenson and his staff-
to draw up the whole design and scheme
of things, but my conception is something
very different indeed.

Concern was expressed by the member
for Nedlands as to the position of local
authorities. While this interim Bill has
been drawn on very broad and general
principles, the whole spirit of the town
planning that is to take place is one of
co-operation and consultation. It was
merely for the purpose of removing so far
as possible any foreseeable or unforesee-
able obstacle that might obstruct the even
process of the Planning to be undertaken
by Professor Stephenson and the staff that
will serve under him.

With regard to the costs to be met, there
is much speculation as to what actually
will be the sum involved. It should be
remembered that the expense of setting
up the organisation, equipping it and pay-
ing members of the staff is being met from
Consolidated Revenue at the present time.
While I do not know for certain, I expect
that the Treasurer will have commitments
of considerable proportions in that direc-
tion. It might happen that the imposi-
tion of this levy or special rate may be
necessary for only one year. it does not
automatically follow that for the second
year the rate will be struck, but I should
say that at the expiration of 12 months
there ought to be a pretty fair apprecia-
tion of what the costs are likely to be.

It should not be thought that everything
required in the way of resumptions or
alterations of purpose on any area of
land will be achieved in that short space
of time, namely, two years. This meas-
ure, I repeat and emphasise is to la~ the
foundation for subsequent planning Wnd
development. Concern has also been ex-
pressed at the powers that will be vested
in the Minister controlling the Act. I
am prepared to concede that at first glance
it gives the impression that the Minister
will be all-powerful. In Committee, I
shall be willing to meet, In part, the
objection that has been voiced, but, as I
said when introducing the measure, we
have to make up our minds here and now
whether we want a proper town planning
scheme for the greater metropolitan area
or whether we do not.

If it is thought that we can bow to the
whims and fancies, wishes and require-
ments of certain interests or people, then
I say that the plan is destined to be a
hotchpotch of compromise. The founda-
tions that we shall lax through the pas-
sage of this measure and subsequent
legislation will determine what sort of a
city, in its broadest sense, will be the lot

of generations to come. Therefore, although
it may be unpalatable to some to have an
authority make certain determinations, I
think it is absolutely unavoidable in the
best interests of the public. Every en-
deavour will be made by those who are
fully qualified, to see if an alternative can.
be found to impose the least possible hard-
ship and the various interests concerned,
including local authorities, will be con-
sulted to the utmost.

The Leader of the Country Party and
the member for Nedlarids questioned the
necessity for such a tremendous area being
brought under the provisions with a view
to town-planning decisions being made
covering ail or part of the affected areas,
but again I must stress that town planning
is not a matter of close subdivision but is
a question which must be viewed from afar
as an overall plan. Provision will be made
for dwellings-that is, suburbs as we know
them-and beyond that there will probably
be-I merely hazard a guess--a fence put
around the City of Perth beyond which it
will not be allowed to spread.

Still beyond that fence there will be
established various types of activities in
the interests of the State-such undertak-
ings as food basins, heavy and offensive
industries, and so on. Still beyond that
there may be satellite cities. We have in
this metropolitan area which, I repeat,
like Topsy. just growed, a most unsatis-
factory state of affairs.

As members know, there have been sev-
eral moves made and put Into effect inr our
railway system. I refer to the transfer
of the loco. running sheds from West Perth
to East Perth, and the current talk of
Eassendean and proposals for further
afield. Because of the location of our
railways, the business' portion of the City
of Perth seems locked between Perth
central station on the one hand and the
water, a few hundred yards away, on the
other. We do not want a repetition of
such undertakings as the cement works be-
ing established in an area where it is hav-
ing a terrifying effect upon many homes
and the conditions under which people
must live.

On many previous occasions, I have said
that we have in the City of Perth some-
thing which was determined only a few
short years ago, with the resuit that what
will be one of the main arterial roads, Wel-
lington-st., passes through what An timne
will be the centre of Western Australia's
central general hospital, so that plans have
had to be developed for ways to go over
Wellington-st. Those examples give some
idea of what is required and what in all
probability will be done in laying down
this Plan. It will be a shocking thing and
against the interests of the State if some
of the land north of the city. which is
developed and is being further developed
for market gardening Purposes for the
feeding of the ever-growing metropolka
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were to be subdivided into quarter-acre
blocks with suburban cottages built on
them.

it will be appreciated from the examples
I have given and from the vision that
is necessary in the provision of main
arterial roads, that this question goes fur-
ther than the inner metropolitan area.
Thought must be given to the requirements
not only of today but of the next genera-
tion and many generations thereafter, as
far as it is possible for those qualified in
town planning to see into the distant
future.

As has been said, the greater part of our
deliberations on this measure will Centre
round the various clauses and for that
reason I do not intend to speak further at
this stage. I hope and trust that members
will approach the Committee stage in a
spirit of sweet reasonableness and I give
the assurance now that I do not intend to
stand fast on the various clauses. I am
to some extent running a risk of emiascu-
lating the Bill of a colleague, but provid-
ing I am satisfied there is merit and sub-
stance in any amendment submitted, I am
prepared to give it sympathetic considera-
tion.

Question Put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

ia Committee.
Mr. J7. Hegney in the Chair; the Minister

for Housing in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 to 4 -agreed to.
Clause 5-Interpretation:
Mr. COURT: I move an amendment-

That in line I of the definition of
"metropolitan region." after the word
"means," the words "so much of" be
inserted.

I must apologise for not having my amend-
ments prepared in time to go on to the
notice paper and for not having sufficient
copies available to circulate among mem-
bers. The object of my proposed amend-
ments is to bring the metropolitan region
into what I think will be a sizeable area,
A fifteen-mile radius is the metropolitan
area under the industrial Arbitration Act
and in my amendment I provide for certain
areas in respect of Kwinana to be included.
The 15-mnile radius passes through the
Centre of the Darling Range Road Board
area and goes down to Lake Jandakot and
two miles south of Woodman's Point and
thence to the Kwinana area. It goes a
mile past Upper Swan and past Wanneroo
township, through IXelmnscott, and takes in
Glen Forrest and reaches the Canning Dam
water reserve. I think that coverage is
ample.

The Minister for 'Housing: I think it is
a one-inch radius round the city of Perth
as shown on the map.

Mr. COURT: I think it will cover all the
planners will want for the purpose of the
scheme. It seems that they, through the

Minister, will wvant to excise a large por-
tion of this area because it would be only
a burden to them.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I have
discusqsed this with the Town Planning
Commissioner and he feels that the amend-
ment would too far restrict the area. It
is proposed at the earliest possible moment
to survey all the areas which will be par-
ticularly required for the overall plan and
those not required will be excised from it.
The area may then be Compressed to a
sise not much greater than that covered
by the amendment, but probably assum-
ing an entirely different aspect. It will
be governed by necessity and facts as they
appear and for that reason I must oppose
the amendment.

Mr. BRADY: If the member for Ned-
lands examined the First Schedule of the
Town Planning and Development Act, I
think he would see the necessity for the
board having a huge area to work on. I
can imagine the difficulties of the Swan
or Wannerac Road Boards in assessing
the various areas unless the schedule is
left in its present form. As a case in
point I will ref er to the Town Planning
and Development Act. The Town Plan-
ning Board must have regard for parks
and open spaces, particularly public re-
serves, children's playgrounds, etc. The
member for Nedlands should realise that
the Wanneroc 'area, particularly Yanchep,
is becoming one of the major playgrounds
for the people in the metropolis. To ex-
clude that area from a town planning
scheme would be wrong. If we are to have
a scheme worthy of its name and a Town
Planning Board that is worth while, we
should leave the Bill as it is.

Mr. OWEN: The Minister said that it
was probable that the area eventually
would not be much more than that en-
compassed within a radius of 15 miles of
the G.P.O. What I am concerned about
is that the whole of the Darling Range
anc#Mundaring Road Board areas are in-
cluded in this schedule, and I presume
that a rate would be struck over both of
them. However, if the overall area is to
be 'reduced, is the rate still to be struck
over the area outlined in the schedule?

Hon. Sir ROSS MeLARTY: I would like
the Minister to tell me if the local authori-
ties concerned, particularly those coming
under the Road Districts Act, have been
consulted on this proposal. If they have
not, I consider that the provisions in the
Bill are premature and not fair to those
local authorities. It is proposed they shall
be rated and they will have to do certain
things whether they like It or not. I feel
inclined to support the amendment because
I do not think it would have any serious
effect at present on the proposed planning.
As the planning develops and it is found
that a wider area has to be taken in, the
planning of the outer areas -can go on
without including them now.
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The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I am
unable to answer authoritatively whether
local authorities have been consulted on
the question of whether their area should
be included in the whole scheme. How-
ever, I do not think that is relevant. In
view of the authority that has been ap-
pointed to the task, it is necessary that
those areas should be embraced in order
that the job may be done properly.

Hon. Sir Ross McLarty: Surely it is
relevant when these local authorities have
to be rated.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
rates to be struck are not heavy by any
means.

Hon. Sir Ross McLarty: They are al-
ready heavy.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: At
this stage I was going to reply to one of
the points raised by the member for Ned-
lands that there may be some local auth-
orities that, from their ordinary revenue,
can pay the commitments that are pro-
posed by the Bill. If that is so, they
can reduce their rates by 1d. In the E
for the forthcoming year.

Hon. Sir Ross McLarty: That is not
even a possibility.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: They
could then make a ld. levy in order to
conform with these proposals.

Hon. Sir Ross MeLarty: Their costs
have risen considerably.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I
know that, and I know the development
that has gone on within the borders of
the local authorities concerned. However,
I think we will be tying the hands of
the town planning consultant and his staff
if we agree to the amendment. Professor
Stephenson will be here for six months
only as from the beginning of next year.
He wants to do the best job possible with-
out any hindrance. In his opinion this
is the minimum requirement in order to
carry out the task that is necessary.
Therefore. I cannot accept the amend-
ment.

Mr. COURT: It is unfortunate that
members cannot see more clearly what
is envisaged by the amendment to have
this radius of 15 miles from the G.P.O.
and to include that additional area which
extends from the southern end of Kwinana.
They would be surprised at the magni-
tude of the area and what it embraces. I
appreciate that ground features are more
important than merely drawing a circle
around an area on a map. Further, many
people have a misconception of what this
planning will be, I appreciate that mnost
of it will be expressed in the written word
which eventually will become part of re-
gulations.

I do not think other speakers have
made out a case to show that there is any
great danger In contracting the area. Prom
my reading of Clause 21 it provides that

other areas, whether they be contiguous
or not, can be included. My understand-
ing is that the town planner can add
areas to suit himself. on reconsideration
I am sure that the minister will realise
that this 15-mile radius will preserve a
better plan for the local authorities. I
do not think they have been consulted
as to whether they want this legislation
or not, and there are probably good reasons
why they should not be consulted, one of
them being that a local authority could
delay these proposals.

The member for Gulldford- Midland re-
ferred to the requirements of the First
and Second Schedules in the Town Plan-
ning and Development Act. I am
thoroughly acquainted with those schedules
but I can still visualise that the reduced
area will be sufficient. There will be main
arteries outside those defined in the Second
Schedule. I commend the amendment to
members and trust that the Minister will
see fit to either accept the proposal for
a6 15-mile radius or, alternatively, put up
some other proposal which is more logical
than the area outlined in the Second
Schedule.

Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 6 to 9-agreed to.
Clause 10-By-laws of local authorities

to be regarded as an interim scheme:
Mr. COURT: I move an amendment-

That Subclause (5) be. struck out.
If members will study Subolause (4) they
will note that a local authority may, from
time to time, amend the existing by-laws
and yet Subclause (5) expressly prohibits
a local authority from making any fur-
ther by-laws in respect to town planning
during the operation of this legislation. I
suggest that there Is a degree of incon-
sistency and, in view of the wide powers
given to the Minister under this legisla-
tion, I consider that Subolause (5) should
be deleted.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I
regret that I am unable to meet the mem-
ber for Nedlands in this amendment. What
is sought by this provision is that steps
taken by local authorities shall be under
town-planning legislation rather than
under by-laws made according to the
Provisions of the Road Districts Act or
the Municipal Corporation Act.

Under the Town Planning and Develop-
ment Act more Publicity has to be given
to the contemplated town-planning steps,
whereas by-laws are submitted to the [ocal
Government Department and, by and
large, they are then Put into effect. It is
appreciated that, all the way through, the
master mind on town Planning should be
fully conversant with all steps that are
taken to conform with the overall plan.
The provision merely seeks to direct the
powers and responsibility of local author-
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ities into one channel. Nothing can be
gained by accepting the amendment of the
member for Nedlands.

Hon. A. V. R. ABBOTT: Does this pro-
vision mean that under no circumstances
can by-laws be made? There is no author-
ity that this can be done even with the
consent of the town-planning authorities.
The provision is very wide and covers prac-
tically everything local authorities can do.
Perhaps the Minister can clarify that
Point.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Sec-
tion 30 of the Town Planning and Develop-
ment Act enables by-laws to be made to
carry into effect any of the purposes men-
tioned in the Second Schedule. In pre-
vious days that might have been all right.
but for the purpose of the master plan it
is desired that the by-laws instead of go-
ing to the local authority-

Hon. A. V. R. Abbott: They cannot
make any at all.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: -shall
be under the control and direction of the
town-planning authorities.

Mr. COURT: No town-planning auth-
ority can explain how this provision will
work with the inclusion of Subelause (5).
which puts a blanket on the by-laws in
the Second Schedule. I would refer to
Section 30 of the Town Planning and De-
velopment Act. Frthermore there is
ample protection for the Minister under
Section 31 of the Act which gives him ade-
quate power to make by-laws which over-
ride those of the local authority. I cannot
see what machinery exists, if the town-
planning authorities put a blanket on local
authorities issuing by-laws. If a, local
authority approached the commissioner
with a scheme that is approved, what does
it do? Unless it gets the sanction of the
Governor under Section 31 of the Act it
is prevented from going any further and
nothing happens, yet the Minister might
want it to go on with the job.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: In
the previous clause provision is made for a
local authority to prepare a town-plan-
ning scheme which can be approved. All
this subelause does it to require local auth-
orities to use the powers which they will be
given by the adoption of that scheme,
rather than use by-laws made under the
Municipal Corporations Act or the Road
Districts Act. If a person desires to erect
a factory in a residential area and the local
authority considers that undesirable, what
it pow does is to disapprove of the plan. In
recent years business concerns seeking to
erect premises in the circumstances just
mentioned have appealed to the Minister
on the ground that the local authorities
had exceeded their powers because the
plans had been submitted in conformity
with the building by-laws. To bring about
a town-planning scheme under this meas-
ure, local authorities will be able to direct

building operatrions under town-planning
legislation rather than under building by-
laws.

Mr. COURT: I do not disagree with
that. After a local authority has put up an
interim scheme which is approved, it auto-
matically comes under Clause 9 of this
measure. With the inclusion of Subcia use
(5), how is it proposed to implement that
scheme?

The Minister for Housing: This refers
to by-laws of local authorities.

Mr. COURT: If a local authority puts up
a scheme there will be no machinery under
this Act to carry it out without issuing
by-laws.

Mr. JOHNSON: In my opinion under
Clause 10 (1) everything that has hap-
pened is adopted and endorsed. Under
Clause 10 (5) local authorities are pre-
vented from exercising powers under any
Act but this, to change or make new by-
laws. The question is one of having a
plan, or having no plan. Local authorities
are prevented from changing any by-laws
except under Clause 9 which means that
any local authority which opposes the plan
will be prevented from accepting the plan
forced on it, but it cannot evade the
provisions of this measure by resorting to
another Act.

This provision ensures that any regula-
tions made in regard to town-planning
would be made under this measure and no
others. There is ample power to make any
by-laws for an approved plan. Further
this Bill has limited duration, and there is
freezing for only two years. For that
period local authorities come under this
measure and no others, but when this
legislation expires, local authorities will
revert to the present-day position.

Mr. Court: Can the Minister clarify
the point I raised?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I
cannot add anything more. I would refer
to Clause 9 (3) of the Bill. If it is part
of the scheme that no business premises
can be erected in a residential area, then
if the scheme takes effect the local
authority can enforce that scheme. This
clause goes further and says that where
a local authority has already some meas-
ure of control, however restricted under
its by-laws, it will have force and effect.
Anything I may have omitted has been
covered by the member for Leederville.
The object is to centre all the activities
within the framework of the one Act in-
stead of under separate pieces of legisla-
tion. I cannot see any difficulty in the
point raised by the member for Nedlands.

Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and Passed.
Clause il-agreed to.
Clause 12-Interim. development orders:.
Mr. COURT: I Move an amendment.-

That paragraph (b) of Subelause
(4) be struck out.
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I also want to move for the deletion of
similar words further on in the clause
with a view to inserting another subelause,
to stand as Subelause (6). as follows:-

Any local authority dissatisfied
with the decision of the Minister
under Subsection (4) of this section,
and any applicant dissatisfied with
the decision of the Minister under
Subsection (5) of this section May
within 21 days of becoming aware of
the Minister's decision in either case
appeal in the prescribed manner to a
judge of the Supreme Court who may
hear and determine the appeal in
chambers, or in open court, as he
thinks fit, and may award costs of
the appeal to either party in his dis-
cretion. The decision of the judge
is final.

This amendment seeks to remove an ob-
jection which has been freely expressed
to the legislation, namely, the excess power
vested in the Minister. The submission
of this matter to a judge is not new in
town-planning legislation. The restric-
tion to 21 days is an adequate safeguard
against obstructionists who want to delay
applications or references to the judge.
I they allow the 21 days to pass without
taking action, they forfeit their right to
appeal to the judge.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I can
sympathise with the member for Nedlands
in what he seeks to do. However. I feel
it is esssential that the Minister who is
associated with, and knows the objects of
the plan, shall be the one to make the
decision.

Mr. Yates: What time have you got
to know? You admitted tonight that you
knew nothing about it.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I did
not. I think the bon. member might go
back from where he came instead of
rudely interrupting.

Mr. Yates: I have the right to inter-
ject.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING:
not think the hon. member has. We
get on far better if the member for
Perth would restrain himself.

I do
would
South

Mr. Yates: The Minister wants restrain-
ing.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING:
Where it is a matter of payments to be
made for the settlement of claims, whilst
I have not consulted with the Minister
controlling town Planning. I am prepared
to meet the member for Nedlands at least
part of the way or perhaps the whole of
the way In a different amendment. This
is not a matter of law or equity, but of
what is best in the interests of the overall
plan. The chief purpose of the Minister,
as I see it. would be to decide whether
there had been any favour or prejudice
shown to a particular party.

I do not know whether in view of the
concession I have indicated, the member
for Nedlands wants to press the point and
have these words deleted. If what I have
said is satisfactory to him, I shall discuss
seriously, stressing his viewpoint, this
matter with the Minister controlling town
planning, and see whether he is prepared
to move some amendment to conform with
the views of the member for Nedlands. I
feel that the greatest objection will be
overcome If in Clause 14 we remove from
the Minister the right of having the final
say in the question of settling claims.

Mr. COURT: I submitted the amend-
ment because I felt that if we were not
careful, the very wording of the Act could
be the start of unnecessary friction be-
tween the planners, the Minister, the local
authority and any other persons directly
affected. The whole of Clause 12 vests In
the Minister some extraordinary powers.
Whilst we know that the Minister is
governed by his oath of office, these mat-
ters largely get down to the personal
opinion of the Minister concerned. I am
quite prepared to accept the Minister's as-
surance having regard to what he said
concerning Clause 14. 1 ask leave to with-
draw my amendment.

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 13-Permission for development

to be obtained:
The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I

mnove anl amendment-
That in line 3 of Subclause (1) the

word "area" be struck out and the
word "region" inserted in lieu.

This is merely to ensure the use of
term generally employed throughout
Bill.

Amendment put and passed.
The MINISTER FOR HOUSING:

move an amendment-

the

I

That in line 2 of Subclause (2) after
the word "region,' the words "if
granted" be inserted.

The subclause does not make sense as it
stands, because permission may not be
granted.

Amendment put and passed; the clause.
as amended, agreed to.

Clause 14-Local authority may revoke
or modify decision:

Mr. COURT: I move an amendment-
That in line 5 of Subelause (4)

after the word "established," the
words "wholly or partially" be in-
serted.

This amendment is related to other
amendments which I wish to move and
of which the Minister has a copy. if
these amendments are adopted, the meas-
ure will provide that the Minister shall
Pay the amount out of this particular
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fund. At present it says that he may
direct that the amount be paid. I want
to make it mandatory, and not optional.

The Minister for Housing: I have no
objection to the amendment.

Amendment put and passed.
Mr. COURT: I move an amendment-

That in line 6 of Subelause (4) the
word "may" be struck out and the
word "shall" inserted in lieu.

I think this is consequential on my pre-
vious amendment.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I have
no rigid objection to the amendment, but
I am wondering how it will work out in
practice. This will make it obligatory,
where there is a claim established, for
the Minister to pay the amount of the
claim from the planning fund. I wonder
what the position would be if there was
nothing in the fund. One of the objects
is to keep the amount that is levied by
way of a special rate to a minimum and
It is hoped that it may be found that there
will be no need to impose it for a second
year.

I assume that if no funds were avail-
able, because it is not sought to use the
provision as a taxing measure, moneys
would be made available In the ordinary
way for compensation to affected persons.
In the absence of the Treasurer I have
no one to whom I can turn, and I do not
know for certain whether it would be pos-
sible for the Treasurer to make rants to
this fund for the purpose of meeting com-
mitments of one sort or another; or
whether this fund will stand by itself. I
am half disposed to take the risk and accept
the amendment, but perhaps the hon.'member might be prepared to accept my
word that I will discuss the question with
the Crown Law Department to see if we
can give effect to his wishes in some other
way.

Hon. A. F. WATTS: I feel satisfied with
the attitude of the Minister, but there are
one or two aspects that he should take
into consideration. This subiclause applies
when the Minister has directed the appli-
cant to lodge a claim and the claim is
established. There is only one thing for
the Government to do in that case and
that is to pay up. That is why I support
the amendment and I. suggest the Minister
overcome his temporary qualms and take
the risk. If he finds the position impos-
sible, he can have it altered in another
place.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I am
prepared to take the risk. I agree that
where the Minister directs there is only
one authority responsible for meeting
claims and that is the Government. I will
accept the amendment.

Amendment put and passed.

Mr. COURT: I move an amendment-
That in line 6 of Subclause (4),

after the word "claim' the words "so
established" be inserted.

This is a consequential amendment.
Amendment Put and passed.
Mr. COURT: I move an amendment~-

That in lines 3. 4 and 5 of Sub-
clause (5) the words "a further con-
tribution may be made by the local
authority or the Minister, as the case
may be, towards" be struck out and
the words "the local authority or the
Minister, as the case may require,
shall Pay the amount of" inserted in
lieu.

I think this is a reasonable amendment
because the claimant must satisfy the local
authority or the Minister that he is en-
titled to the claim and therefore should be
paid.

Amendment Put and passed.
Mr. COURT: I move an amendment-

That in line 5 of Subclause (6) all
words after the word "referred" be
struck out and the following words
inserted in lieu, "where the amount in
dispute does not exceed £250 to the
nearest local court, or where the
amount in dispute exceeds £250 to
a judge of the Supreme Court in either
case within 30 days of the disagree-
ment and in the prescribed manner.
The decision of the local court or the
judge, as the case may be, shall be
final."

This will enable the matter to be referred
to some independent authority apart from
the Minister, where there is a dispute. The
time factor has been imposed to prevent
people from being obstructionists.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: As I
indicated earlier, I am in accord with the
principle sought by the bon. member. If
he refers to Subsection (4) of Section 11
of the Town Planning and flevelopment
Act he will see that provision is made for
a matter in dispute to be determined by
arbitration. I feel that it would be ad-
visable to use the same type of machinery
in this Bill and I think that will fit in
with what the hon. member wants. I shall
move in that direction if the hon. member
will withdraw his amendment.

Mr. COURT: After looking at the word-
ing and as the Minister has indicated his
amendment, I ask leave to withdraw my
amendment.

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I

move an amendment.-
That in line 5 of Subiclause (6) all

words after the word "dispute" be
struck out and the words "shall be
determined by arbitration under and
in accordance with the Arbitration
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Act, 1895, unless the parties agree on
some other method of determination"
inserted in lieu.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clauses 15 and 16-agreed to.
Clause 17-Application of Section 32 of

Town Planning and Development Act,
1928-1947:

Rion. A. V. R. ABBOTIT: Perhaps the
Minister could explain the meaning of
Subclause (3). Does it envisage that alocal authority will have to carry into
effect certain work? The Minister said
this was merely a planning Bill, that no
great expenditure of money was required,
and that no local authority would be re-
quired to do planning work. Under this
subelause, I think they might be required
to do certain work.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
position is that local authorities and the
Government will be proceeding over the
next couple of years with plans for roads,
parks and other public facilities, and this
is to ensure that they will conform with
the overall concept. It is not envisaged
that those works will be carried out at
the direction of the town planning
authority; it is merely the normal work
the authorities will be carrying out over
the next few years.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 18$-Metropolitan region planning

rate:
Mr. COURT: I move an amendment-

That all the words after the word
"Act" in line 7 down to the end of
Subolause (1) be struck out with a
view to inserting the following words
in lieu:-

"the Minister shall, as fairly as
possible, having regard to the ex-
tent to which the district of each
local authority is affected, appor-
tion, at the end of each financial
year, the amount of such costs,
contributions, payments or ex-
penses among the local authori-
ties whose districts, or part of
whose districts, are within the
metropolitan region, and there-
upon (subject to the right af ap-
peal hereinafter mentioned) the
amount so apportioned shall be-
come a debt due by each local
authority to the Metropolitan
Region Planning Fund, and in de-
fault of payment may be re-
covered by the Minister in any
court of competent jurisdiction.

Provided that no local authority
shall be required in any one
financial year to pay a sum
greater than would be raised by
the making and levying of the
maximum rate hereinafter men-
tioned.

For the purpose of paying to
the fund the amount so appor-
tioned by the Minister a local
authority may, under the provi-
sions of the Municipal Corpora-
tions Act 1906-1951 or the Road
Districts Act 1919-1951, as the
case may be, make and levy a
rate called the Metropolitan
Region Planning Rate.

If any local authority is dis-
satisfied with the apportionment
made by the Minister in respect
of its district as aforesaid, it may,
within 21 days of becoming aware
of the apportionment, appeal in
the manner prescribed to a judge
of the Supreme Court, who may
confirm or vary the amount of the
apportionment. The decision of
the judge shall be final, and the
amount of the apportionment de-
termined by him shall become the
debt due by the local authority to
the Metropolitan Region Planning
Flund, in lieu of that determined
by the Minister and shall be re-
coverable accordingly.

The import of the amendment is that
instead of directing the local authorities
that they shall make and levy this rate,
it provides that they may make and levy
this rate. In other words, they are given
adequate authority to levy a rate should
they need it to pay the amount levied upon
them by the Minister. Some local authori-
ties may have strong views on beig direc-
ted to levy a rate, and might prefer to
make their own arrangements and pay
the amount from their ordinary revenue.
The right given to a local authority to go
before a judge is not inconsistent with the
existing provisions in the Town Planning
and Development Act which in certain
cases gives local authorities the right to
go before a judge in connection with mat-
ters in dispute.

The amendment proposes to limit the
time factor so that people cannot delay
in lodging their claims. Twenty-one days
is allowed in which to take the required
action, and it would do much to remove
any feeling of direction that may be ap-
parent in the Act. The Minister did sug-
gest that those concerned could very
easily overcome the problem of the rating
factor by levying this rate and reducing
their general rate. I almost fell for that
at the time, but I do not think it would
be practicable because If they reduced
their rate and still paid this other amount,
the people would want to know why they
did not reduce the id. anyhow.

There could be a much better atmos-
phere in which to -approach the local
authorities. I would like to see this
phase of the planning borne by the
Government. It Would have avoided dis-
content which might be caused by the
leving of this rate. But if it is the Gov-
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erment's view that it must get this
revenue from the local authorities, then I
would press the amendment I have
moved.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I am
unable to accept the amendment. Firstly,
it would ask the Minister to attempt
something impossible, namely, to assess the
value of the planning work being done in
the area of each local authority. Important
and far-reaching decisions made in connec-
tion with planning could be those that are
most easily made. I do not know what basis
could be used to endeavour to make an
assessment. Furthermore, the machinery
proposed by the member for Nedlands
would be an invitation to 28 local
authorities to appeal to the court in the
hope of getting some reduction in their
commitments.

The overall Plan will be of such im-
portance and value to the people in the
local governing authorities' areas that they
will be paying a very small sum for the
benefit they will derive. I guarantee that
people who might have a Woodyard opened
next door to them would be prepared to
pay a considerable penny to have mnachin-
er' to prevent that. Enormous benefit
would be derived by people in relation to
essential foodstuffs which may be obtained
from several hundred miles away. The
member for Mt. Lawley mentioned the city
block having to find a substantial propor-
tion of the total amount. If this town-
planning proposition solves some of the
problems, business concerns will have an
excellent investment.

From documents I have seen, the centre
of the city will be benefited by the pro-
vision of arterial roads right to the heart
of the city itself. Practically speaking, it
will be impossible for the Miniuster fairly
to assess the value of the work to be done
in the area of any local governing auth-
ority, or to say what ultimate value it may
prove to the people living in that district.
There is only one fair and equitable way,
and that is that those affected by the
overall scheme should make a humble con-
tribution.

Mr. COURT: I am sorry the Minister
has adopted his present attitude. I feel
that in my amendment lies the means of
overcoming a grave objection from local
authorities. The greatest criticism has
been that the Government is going to
direct local authorities to impose that rate:
they are taking strong exception to it. I
would much have Preferred at this stage
that the entire cost involved should be
borne by the State. because the approach
is of such a general nature concerning
the whole of the metropolitan region, and
the subsequent planning schemes are such
that they will affect the whole State, and
it would have been better, therefore, to
keep off the sore point of directing a
special rate to be levied. The amendment

gives an alternative. Under It the Govern-
ment would get revenue from the local
authorities, but would leave power in the
hands of those authorities to work out
how the money should be raised.

I do not agree that it would be difficult
for the Minister to assess the apportion-
ment of this cost. I am not advocating
that the city interests should not pay their
just proportion. They are probably better
able to do so than the authorities in many
of the outer areas. But I would mention
that those who will lose most will be
those in the present city blocks when the
ultimate aim of this planning is achieved;
because rather than attempt to pour more
people into this shopping area of Perth,
if this plan Is successful in 25 or 30 years'
time we hope that people will be attracted
elsewhere. So it could not be said that in
the long term the tightly knit city block,
which is so congested, will get the major

Amendment put and negatived.

Hon. A. V. R. ABBOTT: I intend vot-
ing against the clause. The Minister's
own argument has shown that that would
be wise. He said that quite possibly this
area will be reduced. That means that
people pay their rates and then their
area is taken out, which Is not very satis-
factory. Again, the Minister admits that
it is possibly unreasonable that rating
should be in the same proportion through-
out the whole of the area; that somebody
in the outskirts should have to pay rates
on the same basis as people who are much
more in the centre of the scheme. But
he says it would be impossible for the
Minister to distinguish between the claims
of 28 road boards and municipalities.
With that I entirely agree. I think the
Treasurer was a little bit anxious for this
small amount of money, and I think he
could well have abandoned this proposal.
I believe that if the Minister in charge of
the Bill were to see the Treasurer, he
would find that gentleman would not have
very much objection.

The Minister for Housing: You try to
persuade him now, will you?

Hon. A. V. R. ABBOTT: Perhaps the
Treasurer will undertake to give some con-
sideration to the matter. Only £23,000
is to be raised. I think it is unwise to
make any rate at present. This, is an
interim Bill, and an interim rate is being
created, which is not very satisfactory.
It is to be imposed for two years. I ad-
mit the rate is fairly low, but the local
authorities have to create the machinery
to collect it. Moreover, there is a very
wide area. Under the circumstances it
would be wiser for the Crown to Pay, and
there would be no objection to the Width
of the area. It is only the rating that
has caused many local authorities to
make representations through the mem-
ber for Nedlands.
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The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I do
not think the arguments of the member
for Mt. Lawley are valid. He gave some
twists to what I had said earlier: and if
he reflects, he will see that he drew wrong
conclusions from what I stated. While,
without question, specific provision has
been made for the striking of a special
rate, it is still at the option of the Min-
ister. He may direct or approve a special
rate to be paid. So if it is possible for
the member for Mt. Lawley to prevail upon
the Treasurer, he will no doubt use his
influence with the Minister controlling
town planning to see that a rate is not
struck.

Hon, A. V. R. Abbott:, It must be
struck, because you must establish a fund.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Wait
a minute! I would indicate to the mem-
ber for Nedlands that I am accepting the
further amendments he has in mind, so
as to allow for some lesser amount than
Id. in the f and the rest of the formula
to be struck, if it is found that such
special amount will serve the purpose. I
think that may be a lair compromise.

Mr. COURT: I do not propose to pro-
ceed with my other amendments in view
of the fact that the whole basis of my
approach to Clause 18 has been defeated.
I did not like the idea of any rate at all,
and I would have preferred this Issue of
making a charge against the local author-
ity tobe avoided at this stage.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I think
you would prefer a maximum of 1d.
rather than a statutory id.

Mr. COURT: I am now dealing with
the principle of the clause. I do not
like the direction to the local authority
about rating, and would much have pre-
ferred the charge to be borne by the reve-
nue during this interim planning stage.
It would have saved a lot of unnecessary
friction that could arise. I find myself
in the position of having to oppose the
whole of Clause 18. because the remain-
ing amendments of which I gave notice
were consequential on my being success-
ful with the first. There is no object in
my moving amendments to arrange for
rates to be the maximum instead of arbi-
trary amounts.

Hon. Sir ROSS MeLARTY: I shall cer-
tainly oppose this clause. I would like
to hear what the Premier thinks about
it. Surely it is undesirable to have legis-
lation that gives power to a minister to
direct a local authority to impose a tax
-and in this case the rate in any one
financial year will be Id. In the £ on
the annual value or id. in the £ on the
unimproved capital value. What is the
position with the outer local authorities
if work is going to be carried on in the
metropolitan area? Are they to be rated
in regard to that work? If they are. eurely
that is most unfair.

Getting back to the power given to the
Minister to force a local authority to im-
pose a rate, we know the trouble we had
iii regard to town planning, anid the way
that authority was used in the Past. This
is giving greater authority to the Town
Planning Commissioner than ever the
previous Act did. Alter all is said and
done, the imposition of this rate will be
on the recommendation of the commis-
sioner and the Minister will act on the
advice given to him by the commissioner.
I think it is a power which goes too far,
since it gives to one man the right to say
to a local authority, "You shall impose
a tax on the ratepayers amounting to
thousands of pounds. You shall impose
that tax whether they like it or not."

Surely it is still part of our democratic
set-up that the ratepayers of a district
should have a say as to whether an addi-
tional tax shall be imposed on them. I
hope the Committee will reject the pro-
posal. I do not think it will have the ef-
fect of preventing operations under this
Bill continuing. Let us see how it works,
but do not let us accept a provision such
as this, which is both undemocratic and
thoroughly unjust.

Mr. JOHNSON: The Leader of the Op-
position has completely mistaken the situa-
tion. He speaks about work being done
under this Bill. The only work done will
be the preparation of a plan.

Hon. A. V. R. Abbott: Not necessarily.
Mr. JOHNSON: This is an interim Bill

to produce a plan, bout it is not one under
which arterial roads can be built or any
major work undertaken. As a country
member, the Leader of the Opposition will
have seen that this is probably the fairest
way of raising money needed from the
people most affected. If the money is to
be provided by the State it will be sup-
plied by all the taxpayers. But under this
provision it will be raised by the people
directly affected.

Hon. Sir Ross MeLarty: Some of the
people may not receive any benefit.

Mr. JOHNSON: The people nearest the
city will be those most affected. There
may be individual cases in which there Is
nothing to be gained. There are always
marginal cases in connection with every
type of tax. But I feel sure that the pro-
visions of the measure providing that the
major cost shall be covered by the people
within a limited area are quite demnocratic.
The amount is small, and the suggestion
that local authorities are crying about it
is not One of which I am aware; and I
represent an area which is in the territory
of one of the most important local authori-
ties. I have not received a telephone call.
let alone an approach on this matter; and
generally, when that local authority has
problems it desires taken up with the re-
sponsible Minister, I am approached.

Hon. A. V. R. Abbott: Did you give them
a copy of this Bill?
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Mr. JOHNSON: In cases
the Minister sees to that.
that the local authority mus
and be keenly aware of the
it does not know of the pro]
be surprised.

Clause put and a division
the following result:-

Ayes ... ..
Noes ..

A tie

Mr. Andrew
Mr. Brady
Mr. Graham
Mr. Hawke
Mr. Heal
Mr. WV. Hegney
Mr, Hoar
Mr. Jamieson
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Kelly

Mr Abbott
Mr. Ackland
Mr. Court
Mr. Doney
Mr. Hearman
Mr. Hill
Mr, Mann
Mr. Manning
Sir Ross MoLarty
Mr. Nalder

Ayes.
Mr. Guthrie
Mr. Tonkina
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Lapham

Ayes.
Mr. Law
Mr. Me(
Mr. Mot
Mr. Nor
Mr. Nul
Mr. 0'B
Mr. Rhe
Mr. Sici
Mr. Sty~
Mr. May

Noes.
Mr, Nim
Mr. Nor
Mr. Old
Mr. Owe
Mr. Per
Mr. The
Mr. Wa
Mr. Wi1
Mr. Yati
Mr. Boy

Pains.

flame P
Mr. Bral
Mr. Oar'
Mr. Hut

The CHAIRMAN: The nu
equal, I give my vote with til

Clause thus passed.
Clauses 19 to 24, Sehedr

agreed to.
Bill reported with amendmf

report adopted.

BILL-TOWN PLANNJN
DEVELOPMENT A(

AMENDMENT.
Second Reading,

Debate resumed from the 8t

MR. COURT (Nedlands)I
measure deals with amendm
Town Planning and Develo;
and, unlike the interim legislai
just dealt with, it is of a perma
although an important revisia
foreshadowed to coincide with
politan regional plan which v
involve serious resumption anc
oulties.

The Bill proposes to reduc
of office of board members fr
two years. and that obviously
to coincide with the implement
metropolitan regional plan a
proval. AS may be imagined,
necessary to bring down a con

of this kind, Bill to deal with the changed complexion
I feel sure in respect of town planning in Western

t know of it, Australia when the metropolitan regional
position. If plan has been dealt with. I understand

posal. I shall that the appointment of members of the
board is in abeyance, and it would be of

taken with interest if the Minister indicated whether
the existing members will be reappointed
or whether the Government has in mind

* * 20 some drastic changes in respect of the
... 20 personnel. The existing appointments ex-

- pired some weeks ago.
0 A provision in the Bill allows for in-

demnity to members of the board. With
that I am in complete agreement, because

ullochpeople holding difficult and responsible
r positions such as these members do should

ton not be embarrassed by being placed in the
senpoiiniwhc thyrcnl fod
rienpoiiniwhc thyrcnlfod
tgan themselves when they were in danger of
man having a claim made against them. The

knts original measure provided for the board
(Teller.) to be indemnified, and I have submitted

to the Minister some amendments that
mo would remove the indemnity from the
LII board and make it apply to the members
fild only. It seems to me to be wrong that the

n board should be indemnified because such[in$
rn a body should at all times be responsible

Its for its actions as a board.
d

es There are amendments by the Minister
ell (Tlej on the notice paper and, so far as I can

Teerjudge, they will achieve this purpose. It

Noes. seems to be the intention to make the
* Cardell-Oliver board responsible and indemnify the mem-
id bers only.
)ell The Minister for Housing: They are
chlnsona only drafting amendments.
mbers being Mir. COURT: The ultimate town-plan-
.e Ayes. ning legislation, after this Act has been

amended, will, of necessity, involve com-
iles, Title- pensation, which subject has already been

discussed in connection with the interim
lnts and the legislation, and it is some comfort to the

local authorities to know that in Section
11 of the principal Act, they have at least

G AND the protection of the Arbitration Act.
'T Nevertheless, we can envisage that the

local authorities could face very large
compensation problems if and when a
scheme such as the metropolitan regional

h December. plan becomes law. Doubtless the approach
to that major compensation factor will be

10.3713: This the subject of special legislation that will
ents to the have to be introduced to coincide with the
mment Act adoption of the plan. It appears to me
ion we have that the potential claims under the im-

neat nature plementation of the scheme as distinct
n is already from the actual planning stage of the
the metro- proposal could be beyond the capacity of

ill probably any local authority in the State.
Iother diffi- A radical amendment is proposed to Sec-

tion 12 of the principal Act. This deals
:e the term particularly with cases where compensa-
om three to tion is not payable. I consider that the
is intended section proposed to be re-enacted could be

:atlon of the harsh in its effect and that the local auth-
fter its ap- ority or the Government should pay when
it might be the whole character of an area and its
ipletely new usage is phanged Further than that, land
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may be excised for public purposes. I have
been told that it is not intended under the
re-enacted section that the land which is
excised will be devoid of a compensation
claim.

On this point I should like the Minister
to make some reference in the course of
his reply. I consider that under the
proposed legislation in respect of cases
where compensation is not payable, it
would be possible to completely excise
pieces of land for parks, open spaces, park-
ing areas or for other purposes without any
compensation factor applying. If it is
intended that this shall apply to the plan-
ning stage only, it may be different.

The suggestion has been made that,
while the preparation of a plan which ex-
cludes these open spaces is not subject to
compensation, the actual taking of the
land itself will be subject to compensation
under the Public Works Act. MY view is
that, if we believe in freehold ownership-
and that is the law of the land-we must
acknowledge the rights of the individual
owner. He should not receive any ex-
ploitation figure, but he should be granted
fair compensation. In that regard I am
particularly concerned about land held in
good faith as distinct from the opportunity
buyer who exploits an area.

The Minister for Housing: How would
you distinguish between them?

Mr- COURT: It is possible. if a person
holds, say. 20 acres in order to develop
an industry, builds a factory and develops
from one acre to two and then to three,
it should be obvious to all concerned, from
the records and like history of the concern,
that the ultimate object was to develop
the whole 20 acres for that industry. Then
this plan comes in and says. "Finish." As
I read the Act, the proprietor would not
be stopped from using the area he occu-
pied, but would be stopped from expansion.
The whole character of the area owned is
then changed. He held it in good faith
and not as an opportunity buyer and I
feel it is wrong to change the whole
character of that area without compensa-
tion.

I think the most vexed question in the
County of Cumberland, in Sydney, is that
of compensation for changes in classifica-
tion of areas. Under this same section
there is provision for parking areas and
unloading areas to be provided, again with-
out compensation. Apparently it is en-
visaged that if one erects a building such
as the Prudential Assurance Coy. plans to
build, one has to provide sufficient car
parking space off the street for the people
who would reasonably be expected to use
that building, and, in my view, it would
not work.

most such offices provide some parking
or unloading space, but I do not think
they could be expected in a city allotment
to provide adequate parking for all the
people likely to use a lO-storey building,

and that could easily be the result of Sec-
tion 12 of the principal Act if the Bill be-
comes law in its present form. In the estab-
lishment of a factory, at Welshpool for in-
stance, it might be desirable to say that
so much space around the factory should
be provided for playing or exercise fields
for the employees, and I am all for that.

It would also be desirable there to say
that a certain Parking area must be pro-
vided, but to have that provision man-
datory and without compensation for all
types of building is taking it too far. I
disagree with the Proposed provision for
no compensation on the declaration of a
building line. Many problems arise there
and I can imagine a building line set down
with a building in the middle of it. That
building must go some day as we cannot
retard progress and I do not suggest that
we should run around that building, but
I think the person concerned is entitled
to proper recompense for the inconvenience
of having to remove to another place or
get out of business.

There again the amendment may mean
to avoid compensation on the mere dec-
laratLion of the building line, but not if
and when the line is physically taken over.
It Provides for compensation In the clause
uander consideration only where the land
is made unusable. It often happens that
half the land could be taken and the
remainder could still be used, but would
have comparatively small value. I1 have
studied the City of Perth machinery-I
think Section 5 of the City of Perth Act-
which seems to have certain advantages.

I do not say it is a perfect scheme, but
at least when they declare a building line
they open the way for claims for vacant
land and in respect of buildings when
they are rebuilt. There is another advan-
tage, that the values used for the ultimate
compensation are as at the date of the
declaration of the building line. That
might at first appear unfair to the owner
because when they actually shift the build-
ing it might be claimed that the value is
much higher, but the answer is that
the owner has had the use of the land for
perhaps 20 years and has had compensa-
tion for any unearned increment in the
meantime.

If passed as printed, this clause could
result in hardship and I am sure the
authorities do not intend that. The
measure contains no provision to restrict
certain leases to 10 years without approval
and I agree that it is a desirable pro-
vision because it defeats the people who
seek to use lease Provisions to get around
survey requirements in the original Act.
I think they should be made to con-
form and this loophole In the machinery
should be removed. AS I read the prin-
cipal Act there appears to be some conflict
in Section 21. which is not amended, and
perhaps the Minister is bringing forward
an amendment to cover that.
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The Minister for Housing: Yes, I have
a note of that.

Mr. COURT: There is a further section
of the principal Act that is to be amended.
It deals with the question of objections
and recommendations. I refer to Section
24. Already there is possibility of Sub-
section (3) of that section being harsh. it
is not being amended by the Bill, but it
can be harsh through the affixing
of conditions to allow certain land to
be taken over for parks or surrendered
to the State without compensation. The
proposed amendment which is to stand as
Subsection (4). could be a little dangerous
if harshly interpreted and the Minister
might comment on that when replying.
It provides for a survey and plan within
12 months, or transfer, etc., where a sur-
vey is not required. After that, the ap-
proval for this particular area would lapse.
Large subdivisions are usually dealt with
on the basis of progressive surveys because
it is impracticable to deal with the whole
area in one survey and areas are only de-
veloped as they are required.

It would be uneconomic and unfair to
embarrass these people by insisting on a
complete survey. In any case I would say it
just cannot be done at the moment owing
to lack of sufficient surveyors to undertake
the work. There is a discretion as to a
part survey vested in the board from
which there is no appeal, and I would like
the Minister to give an assurance that
it is not the intention of the board to be
unreasonable and harsh in its interpreta-
tion of that section.

it has been represented to me that this
is aimed at certain areas of land where
People want to progressively survey them
and subdivide and sell the blocks. If they
are holding up land unnecessarily, I am
all for the provision In the measure, but
if they are showing a genuine interest in
developing their area along economic and
sensible lines, I would not like to feel that
the board could say arbitrarily, "We will
not approve of your plan. You must get
the lot surveyed and you have to complete
this task within 12 months."

There Is a similar problem in connec-
tion with existing approvals which are
liable to lapse within 12 months if the
conditions of the measure are not com-
plied with. I can see that that could be
unfair, involving unnecessary resubmis-
sions to the board, a considerable amount
of inconvenience, expense and red tape,
and it is quite unnecessary. I do not pro-
pose to move any amendment in respect of
that provision, but would like the Minister
to give his assurance as to how it will be
interpreted by the Town Planning Board.
I support the second reading and propose
to move an amendment during the Com-
mittee stage.

THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING (Hon.
H. E. Graham-East Perth-in reply)
[10.55]: 1 think the member for Nedlands

will appreciate my viewpoint when I in-
form him that I am reserving my com-
ments until the Committee stage of the
Bill.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee,
Mr. Brady in the Chair; the Minister

for Housing in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 to 3-agreed to.
Clause 4-Section 5A added:
The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I

move an amendment-
That in line 6 of Subsection (1) of

Proposed new Section 5A the word
"'or"~ where first occurring be struck
out.

Amendment put and passed.
The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I

move an amendment-
That in line 9 of Subsection (1) of

Proposed new Section 5A the words
"neither the board nor the member
is personally" be struck out and the
words "the member or any other
member of the board is not person-
ally" inserted in lieu.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clauses 5 and 6--agreed to.
Clause 7-Section 12 repealed and re-

enacted:
Mr. COURT: In the limited time avail-

able to study this clause, I have not been
able to frame any amendment to submit to
the Committee to overcome my objections
to paragraphs (b), (c), (d) and .(e). I
think it would be just as well if the Min-
ister did not proceed with the clause at this
stage. Section 12 of the Act gives consider-
able power, and to raise this other con-
tentious issue, which is directly related to
compensation factors, is ill-advised. The
Minister Promised that he would give some
explanation in regard to this clause while
1 was speaking on the second reading. I
have been told that when land is physically
taken, the Public Works Act will prevail.
but as 1 read the proposed re-enacted
clause, any land can be taken without com-
pensation.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I hope
the Committee will vote for the retention
of the clause because it looks far worse
than it really is. It occurs to me that my
predecessors were more venturesome and
far-seeing than some of us today. It is a
quarter of a century since the legislature
agreed to what is contained in paragraphs
(a) and (b). They are merely the exist-
ing provisions of the Act re-written.
Therefore, the fear expressed by the mem-
ber for Nedlands that land might be taken
for the use of parks, etc., is groundless in
view of the experience over the last 25
years. Quite a number of People and com-
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panies owning large tracts of land welcome
such a provision because they realise that
although these reserves subtract from the
total area in their possession. they do en-
hance the remainder.

Mr. Court: They do that voluntarily; it
is Part of their own plan.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Tey
are often required to do it. It could be
that it would be their desire to divide the
area into small closely-knit blocks, if it
were not for the Town Planning and De-
velopment Act.

Mr. Court: It is only recently that this
matter has been raised and it will become
more important in the future.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I
agree. As our population grows, so will
there be more necessity for areas to be set
aside for communal use. Surely the mem-
ber for Nedlanids is not serious in his
objection to the zoning of areas.

Mr. Court: Ilam, if they change the whole
area, apart from what is required, without
compensation.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: If I
have purchased a block of land for indus-
trial use and the town-planning authorities
decide that it is to be exclusively a resi-
dential area, I do not know that I would
suffer any loss as a consequence. If my
block of land is worth £:300 it would still be
worth £300, despite what action was taken.

Hon. A. V. Rt. Abbott: What if one is
carrying on a business in a factory already
built?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Where
is it provided that such a business or fac-
tory shall be removed?

Mr. Court: If 20 acres are bought and
only five acres are being used, with the
idea of using the other 15 acres for expan-
sion at a later date, what would be the
position then?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I know
of suburbs that have businesses dotted all
over them, and if we are to allow them to
expand haphazardly, the residential area
will be destroyed. With regard to the other
paragraph, I concede that it is exceedingly
wise that owners of land should make pro-
vision for the parking of vehicles for load-
ing and unloading. That is so essential
that it hardly warrants any argument to
support it. I had the same experience
with the proposed Subiaco, flats. That
proposition was agreed to unanimously by
the Subiaco Municipal Council. The only
aspect that it was worried about was
whether provision had been made for the
parking of vehicles.

Anyone who has driven through the
centre of Perth and other large townships
will realise that with vehicles parked on
either side of the street and with double
parking, unless there is to be a plan which
provides for the parking of vehicles in busi-
ness areas and for through traffic only,
some arrangement has to be made for car

parking so that the business of firms shall
be dealt with off the street. I believe that
in other cities provision is being made for
the parking of vehicles.

The final provision, to which exception
is taken, is in regard to the building line.
From the information given to me, I can
assure the member for Nedlands that this
will only grant power to allow a building
line to be declared. The only effect it will
have is that wvhen a new building is erected

Iwill have to be on that building line. The
payment of compensation for the land
acquired is a different matter. Although
not on all fours with what is provided in
the City of Perth Act, it is, nevertheless,
something akin to it. Of course, when the
road is eventually widened on a new build-
ing line, compensation will have to be paid.
Even if there be some doubts about these
powers going too far in respect of the
compensation that is to be paid, I con-
sider that in the interests of the com-
munity we should be just as courageous
as those who lived 25 years ago. I ask
the Committee to agree to the retention
of the clause.

Clause put 4nd passed.
Clause 8-agreed to.
Clause 9--Section 21 amended:
The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: As

pointed out by the member for Nedlands.
there is conflict between this clause and
Section 21 of the Act. Therefore, I move
an amendment-

That a new paragraph be added to
read as follows-' (d) deleting the
wvord 'twent-one' in line 2 of Sub-
section (1) and inserting the word
'ten'.",

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clause 10-Section 24 amended:
The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I

move an amendment-
That in line 2 of proposed new Sub-

section (4) (a) (ii) the word "cause"
be struck out and the word "caused"
inserted in lieu.

Amendment put and passed.

Mr. COURT: I have some doubt on the
question of passing surveys and the atti-
tude of the Town Planning Board respect-
ing applications for partial surveys as dis-
tinct from complete surveys of a whole
area.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
town-planning authority would be most
sympathetic and co-operative. What is
Bought to be overcome is the state of
affairs in the following exampie:-A sub-
division was approved in 1922 since when
the matter has rested. This clause gives
the town-planning authorities power.
where it is obvious there is no attempt to
take advantage of what has been approved,
to permit Its continuance.
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Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 11 to 13, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported with amendments and the

report adopted.

BILL-STATE TRANSPORT CO-
ORDINATION ACT AMENDMENT

(No, 2).
Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 11th Decem-
ber.

HON. A. F. WATTS (Stirling) (11.20]:
I support the second reading of this Bill.
I entirely agree with the member for May-
lands, however, that it is desirable to
insert in the measure some authority to
determine bus stops. I do not intend to
dwell on that question. I hope some such
provision will be made. What the Bill
proposes to do other than that, is to in-
crease the radius from the centre of the
metropolitan area within which road
transport may operate without licence,
that is to increase it from 20 to 35 miles.
I have no objection to that.

If that extension is to be made, which
really means that from the coast at Fre-
mantle road transport will be able to
operate for a distance of about 50 miles,
it seems to me that some consideration
should be given to extending the area in
which road transport may operate in other
ports of entry. As I understand the posi-
tion, the provision does not apply north
of the 26th parallel; where, because there
is no other form of transport available,
road transport has virtually unlimited
rights. In the amendment, which I pro-
pose to move, I shall not go further north
'than Geraldton. That -is the limit to
which this concession should be applied.

Undoubtedly the ports of Esperance,
Albany, Bunbury and Geraldton are
centres through which goods enter the
State. If there is to be any extension
from the centre of the metropolitan area
within which road transport may operate
under the conditions set out in this meas-
ure, then there is no reason why the same
consideration should not be applied to road
transport in at least those four places.
If we are to confine the concession to the
metropolitan area only, then it will have
the effect of restricting the rights of
people who do not live in the metropolitan
area, and it will make another contribu-
tion towards the belief that most of the
reforms and improvements are confined to
the bigger centres of population.

I do not think that is the intention at
all, but that is the idea which prevails
in many quarters. The refusal to extend
the operation of the proposed measure to
transport emanating from the ports of
entry which I mentioned will, I am sure,
definitely accentuate that belief. Without
enlarging on the question, I hope the Min-
ister will see fit to agree to the conces-
sion being extended to those places. In my

opinion, that is very desirable and I look
forward to his agreement when I put for-
ward an amendment.

THE MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT
(Hon. H. H. Styants--Kalgoorlie-in reply)
[11.25]: The proposal is to extend the dis-
tance from 20 to 35 miles, not where a
vehicle can operate without a licence but
for which a vehicle-owner, on making
application, can obtain a licence as a right.
The Transport Board will have no auth-
ority to refuse it.

Hon, A. V. R. Abbott: Why does he have
to get a licence?

The MINISTER. FOR TRANSPORT:
That is something the hon. member should
have thought of when he was on the Gov-
ernment side of the House. If he had
asked himself that question, then, he might
have arrived at an answer before now.
Since 1933, when the Act was introduced
the free radius was 15 miles, and the pre-
vious Government increased that radius
to 20 miles; we propose now to increase it
to 35 miles. People who represent private
enterprise must agree that this is a gen-
erous gesture on the part of the Govern-
ment.

Hon. A. V. R. Abbott: Why do they have
to get a licence to operate up to 35 miles?

The MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT:
There is some question as to why the
distance should be increased at all. Figures
presented by the Railway Department in-
dicate that up to 35 miles it would lose
revenue of from £20,000 to £25,000 per
annum. The member for Maylands was
under the impression that this meant a
loss of that amount to the railways. That
is not the case. The Railway Department
estimates that it would take at least as
much expenditure to earn £25,000 revenue.

The member for Maylands spoke at some
length on the proposal to form a statutory
committee to deal with the question of bus
stops. There are already too many people
interfering with traffic in the State. The
Transport Board has the undisputed right
to fix the routes, arrange time-tables, and
determine fares. In my opinion, it was an
omission that the board was not given
the undisputed right to fix bus stops as
well. It is logical to assume that the board
should have the power. To put the ques-
tion beyond doubt, the amendment is sub-
mitted. That will give the Transport
Board the right to fix bus stops. The mem-
ber for Maylands. said the provision in the
Bill would give dictatorial powers to one
person.

Then again, the board does not consist
of one person, but of three. Further, it
has always consulted the omnibus com-
panies concerned, the Police Department
and the local authority affected, on pro-
posed regulations. Up to date the board of
three has not had any serious differences.
There have been occasions when the mem-
bers could not come to an agreement, and
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consequently this matter needs to be put
beyond doubt. There is no different set-up.
It is merely a question of the board con-
ferring with the parties concerned. The
board, if given this power, will act in
exactly the same way as it has in the past.
It will confer with those concerned, but
when a disagreement takes place it will
have the right to declare the bus Stops.
There are two or three amendments in the
Bill which I do not propose to discuss now.
They can be dealt with when the measure
is considered in committee.

Question Put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Commit tee.
Mr. J. Hegney in the Chair; the Min-

ister for Transport in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1-agreed to.
Clause 2-Section 25 amended:
Mr. OLDFIELD: I move an amend-

inent-
That in line 3 of proposed new Sub-

section (4) after the word "omnibus"
the words "on the recommendation of
the committee mentioned in the pro-
viso to this subsection" be inserted.

If I am successful with this amendment.
I shall move another as a result. I move
this amendment on the basis of the very
argument used by the Minister when in-
troducing the Bill. All I propose to do
is to allow thc present position to con-
tinue. The quarrel here is not with the
Transport Board but with the proposition
that an official of the board shall make
the decision. The man concerned will
be able to disregard what the police say.
We do not know who the man may be in
the future. Furthermore, the present Min-
ister will not always be the Minister. We
may have a most unreasonable person in
charge in the future.

The man whose responsibility this will
be might disregard the advice of the
National Safety Council. the police and
the local authorities who are concerned
when it comes to the provisions of bus bays
and footpaths for the convenience of rate-
payers who use the bus service. The offi-
cer concerned may also disregard any sug-
gestion from the omnibus operator. The
Minister can raise no argument against the
Police having some say as to where bus
stops shall be. Surely he has confidence
in his own department.

My amendment does not include a repre-
sentative of the local authority. The Min-
ister did not mention local authorities in
his second reading speech, and I thought It
*ould be more agreeable to him if I stuck
to what he said. According to the Minis-
ter's remarks, the legislation Is really un-
necessary. Until such time as legislation
is necessary, why introduce it? If the
present system is working, why not retain
it?

The MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT: Al-
though, generally speaking, amicable agree-
merit has been arrived at, there have been
occasions when it could not be reached
and it is considered that the Transport
Board should be the deciding authority.
It is not proposed to disregard the advice
of the Police Department, the omnibus
companies or the local authorities. The
local authorities are amongst the most im-
portant to be consulted because frequently
they have to finance the alteration in the
alignment of the street to make a con-
venient bus stop. Because the Act pro-
vides that the Transport Board shall fix
the route, time-table and schedule of fares,
I think it is only logical that it should be
the authority to say where the stops shall
be for picking up and setting down pas-
sengers.

Mr. OLDFIELD: The Minister has not
put up any logical argument against my
amendment, but has argued in favour of
it. I agree that the board should have
the authority, but the Bill does not state
that the board shall have regard for the
opinion of the other interested parties. The
board will be represented on the commit-
tee I suggest. Does the Minister think
that an officer of the Transport Board,
especially because of inter-departmental
jealousy, who is given power to define
every bus stop in the metropolitan area,
will ask the police and the local authority
where they consider certain bus stops
should go? He will say, "I say it is to
go there." and there it will go. Today it
is all right because the Minister for Trans-
port is also the Minister for Police, and
if the police officers appeal to their Minis-
ter, they will be appealing to the man
Who administers the other department.
and he may bring about an amicable agree-
ment, but in the next Government the
Minister for Police may be in another
House.

The Premier: What next Government?
Mr. OLDFIELD: This Government will

not be in power forever. In any ease, Min-
isters come and go, even in the same Gov-
ernment. After seeing the brains that
have come into the H-ouse, and on looking
at the front bench, I think there will be
a lot of new laces in the next Cabinet,
even if the same Government is returned.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! The hon.
member cannot discuss the brains of the
Ministry under this amendment.

Mr. OLDFIELD: I cannot discuss the
brains of the present Ministry because we
cannot discuss what is non-existent. I
would like to know from the Minister what
is wrong with providing that what obtains
today shall be a statutory obligation?

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes .... .. ... .. 17
Noes .... .. ... 20

Majority against ... 3
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Ayes.
Mr. North
Mr. Oldhleld
Mr. Owen
Mr. Perkins
Mr. Watts
Mr. Wild
Mr. Yates
Mr. Bovell

Noes.
Mr. Lawrence
Mr. Mculloeh
Mr. Moir
Mr. Noton
Mr. Nulsen
Mr. O'Brien
Mr. Rhatigan
Mr. Sleeman
Mr. Styants
Mr. May

Pairs.

Dame F. Cardell-Oliver
Mr. Brand
Mr. Cornell
Mr. Hu1tchinson

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Noes.
Gutie
Tonkiln
Sewell
Lapham

Amendment thus negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 3-Section 26 amended:
Hon. A. V. R. ABBOTT: Why is it neces-

sary to regulate where people shall get
on and off buses? T think that is un-
reasongble. I move an amendment-

That paragraph (c) be struck out.
Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 4-Section 35A added:
Hon. A. F. WATTS: I move an amend-

ment
That in line 4 of Subsection (1) of

proposed new Section 35A after the
word "Perth" the words "or within
thirty-five miles of the post offie at
Albany or Sunbury or Esperance or
Geraldton" be inserted.

I said something about this on the second
reading. Originally the distance was 15
miles from the G.P.O. and that distance
applied In other places in the State. In
Perth the distance was increased to 20
miles but no alteration was made else-
where. Now the distance is to be increased
to 35 miles, and I seek to ensure that that
distance is applicable to at least the four
places I mentioned.

Mr. BOVELL: With the mover's permis-
sion. I seek to add the words "or Bus-
selton" to the amendment. I discussed
this matter with the hon. member and at
the time I did not think it would be neces-
sary; but I think we should add the words
as a. precaution.

Hon. A. F. Watts: I have no objection.
The CHAIRMAN: The words "or Bus-

selton" will in that case, be inserted in
the amendment after the word "Bunbury."

The MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT: I
do not propose to agree to the amendment.
The generosity that members display when

Mr. Abbott
Mr. Court
Mr. Doney
Mr. Resricte
Mr. Hill
Mr. Manning
SIr Ross MeLarty
Mr. Nalder
Mr. Nimmo

Mr. Andrew
Mr. Brady
Mr. Graham
Mr. Hawke
Mr. Heal
Mr. W. Hegney
Mr. Hoar
Mr. Jamieson
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Kelly

they leave the Ministry and take up posi-
tions on the Opposition side of the Cham-
ber is quite remarkable. The member for
Stirling knows perfectly well that if this
amendment is agreed to, many important
Industries within a radius of 35 miles of
the ports mentioned will be affected. While
he was a Minister he realised his responsi-
bility to see that the railways were pro-
tected from unfair competition. They do
not require Protection when it comes to
trading on a fair and reasonable basis as
a common carrier, carting all classes of
goods.

But we have had experience of road
transport before, particularly during the
metal trades strike. I can understand the
member for Maylands because while his
party was in power he had the muzzle put
upon him. I can remember when we were
dealing with the period of training re-
quired for a nurse, the hon. member voted
with the Opposition and quickly the whip
was cracked and the muzzle was put upon
him.

Hon. Sir Ross McLarty: He did not have
the muzzle put upon him.

Mr. Oldfield: I voted on more than one
occasion with the Opposition.

The MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT:
Dealing with Albany, the amendment would
mean that road hauliers could operate to
points taking in Mt. Barker, Denmark and
intermediate places which comprise the
only towns of any consequence in that
area. In the near future Albany will be-
come a terminal point of some magnitude.
Sunbury will include such towns as Don-
nybrook. Kirup, Busselton, Harvey and
Yarloop. and most of those towns are
fairly large centres. That would deprive
the Railway Department of the high-
-priced freight. Geraldton would cover
many areas such as portions of the Ajana
branch, the extension to Yuna and so on.
At Esperance it would extend to Scaddan
and on both sides of the existing line the
areas are gradually being opened up.

There are occasions when the road
haulier is Permitted to cart goods for 35
miles and that could operate under certain
circumstances from Bunbury. Item 11 of
the First Schedule of the State Transport
Co-ordination Act provides that so long as
an operator is working from a railway
station or feeding into a railway station
he can operate for distances of 35 miles.
Of course, there are firms that take their
goods from Perth to Sunbury by rail and
if they have a branch at Busselton they
are permitted, under the State Transport
Co-ordination Act, to take their goods by
road from Sunbury to Busselton. In many
circumstances, providing they are carting
from or to a railway station, they are per-
mitted to operate for a distance of 35
miles. While the Opposition increased the
distance from 15 to only 20 miles, we are
prepared to increase It to 35 miles.

Ayes.
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Hon. A. V. R. Abbott: On payment of a
licence fee.

The MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT: 1
think we have adopted a reasonable atti-
ture. 'Up to 35 miles, at least, it is not
economical for the railways to handle any
class of goods because they are not com-
pensated for the -time which the wagons
are standing idle waiting to be loaded
and unloaded. Therefore the proposition
in the measure is reasonable and I oppose
the amendment.

Mr. OLDFIELD: The Minister said it
Is not economical for the railways to
handle goods up to 35 miles, but if it is
uneconomical for them to handle goods
up to 35 miles from the G.P.O., it must
be uneconomical for them to do so from
those ports in question. So I cannot see
why the Minister has pursued that line of
argument, and I think he should report
progress.

Mr. HILL: The Minister talks about
fair play, so can he explain why there
should be one law for the metropolitan
area and another for the outports of the
State. If it is to be given at all. Albany
should be particularly entitled to it. There
are wholesale firms establishing their
businesses there and they should get this
concession if the firms in the metropolitan
area obtain it. The questi on of unecono-
mical haulage up to 35 miles would apply
from Mt. Barker to Albany. My main
objection is that there is one lw for the
metropolitan area and one for the out-
ports of the State.

Hon. A. F. WATTS: I am surprised at
the Minister's attitude. This is a very
substantial alteration; it is 75 per cent.
of the figure he quoted. It is important,
and is one which I would certainly have
to explain. I hope members representing
the areas adjacent to other outports will
also have to explain why the metropolitan
area can get this concession and not the
out-ports. As the member for Maylands
has pointed out, the Minister established
that a haulage of 35 miles is uneconomical,
so if it is uneconomical for the metro-
politan area it would also be uneconomical
for the other areas. Justice demands now
with the substantial increase that equal
treatment shall be meted out.

Amendment (as altered) put and a
division taken with the following result:-

Noes ... ..

Majority against

Mr. Abbott
Mr. Court
Mr. Doney
Mr. Hfearinan
Mr. Hill
Mr. Manni ng
Sir Ross UcLarty
Mr. Naider
Mr. Nisomo

20

3

Ayes.
Mr. North
Mr. Oldifeld
Mr. Owen
Mr. Perkins
Mr. Watts
Mr. Wild
Mr. Yates
Mr. Bovell

Mr. Andrew
Mr. Brady
Mr. Graham
Mr. Hawks
Mr. Heal
Mr. W. Hegney
Mr. Hoar
Mr. Jamileson
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Kelly

Noes.
Mr. Lawrence
Mr. Mc~ulloch
Mr. Moir
Mr. Norton
Mr. Nulsen
Mr. O'Brien
Mr. Rbatlgan
Mr. Sleemnan
Mr. Styanzs
Mr. May

(Teller.)

Pairs.
Ayes. Noes.

Darne F. Cardell-Ollver Mr. Outhrie
Mr. Brand Mr. Tonkin
Mr. Cornell Mr. Sewell
Mr. Hutchinson Mr. Laphamn

Amendment thus negatived.

Hon. A. V. R. ABBOTT: By interjec-
tion I have been trying to get some in-
formation from the Minister as to why
there should be strings attached to this
question of distance. The Minister says
he is prepared to allow transport up to
35 miles. Section 24 of the Act says no
licence shall be necessary in respect of
any commercial vehicle, trailer, or semi-
trailer which operates within a radius of
15 miles. I think that was altered to 20
miles. Why make the driver of a com-
mercial vehicle waste time getting a
licence? The Bill states that a licence fee
shall be charged and it is to be fixed at
the discretion of the Minister. The Min-
ister must know whether there are any
strings attached, or not.

The MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT:
The reason is that up to 20 miles is what
is known as "a free distance". The hon.
member says it may be for the purpose
of imposing a licence fee. If that were
so, I should say it was fair because these
people will have the use of roads which
cost the local authorities a considerable
amount of money to put down. They
should be prepared to pay something for
the use of those roads. The hon. member
will realise that any surplus funds at the
end of the year are distributed to the local
authorities for the purpose of maintain-
ing roads, bus routes and that sort of
thing. The member for Mt. Lawley knows
that there is a provision in the State
Transport Co-ordination Act which sets
out the fees that can be charged. In no
case have those licence fees in Western
Australia been more than 50 per cent.
There Is also a provision in the Act where
power plus weight and other conditions
arc taken into consideration in assessing
licence fees.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 5, Title--agreed to.
Bill reported without amendment and

the report adopted.

Third Reading.

Bill read a third time and transmitted
(Teller.) to the Council.
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MOTION-STATE FORESTS.
To Revoke Dedication.

Debate resumed from the 2nd December
on the following motion by the Minister
for Forests:-

That the proposal for the partial
revocation of the State Forests Nos.
25. 27, 29, 37 and 39 as laid on the
Table of the Legislative Assembly by
command of His Excellency the Gov-
ernor on the 1st day of December , one
thousand nine hundred and fifty
three, be carried out.

MR WILD (Dale) [12.151: This is the
normal motion for the revocation of por-
tions of the State forests that comes be-
fore the House at the end of each session.
I have examined the proposals laid on the
Table of the H-ouse and, as far 'as I can
see, there are no objections from the
country members concerned. So I have
no objection to the proposals whatever.

Question put and passed.
On motion by the Minister for Hous-

ing, resolution transmitted to the Coun-
cil and its concurrence desired therein.
L

BILL-RESERVES.
Second Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS (Hon. E.
K. Hoar-Warren) [12.15] in moving the
second reading said: This is the usual
Reserves Bill brought down at this time of
the session, and I handed a copy of the file
relating to it to the Leader of the Opposi-
tion a week or so ago. The Bill undertakes
to do the usual excising and vesting of
land. The reserves dealt with are as fol-
lows:-

Clause 2, Reserve No. A.20841 at Ken-
denup: In 1926, the Crown acquired ten
adjoining lots at Kendenup for the pur-
pose of a schoolsite, the whole area being
renumbered as Plantagenet Location 5100.
In 1931, the balance of the same section,
comprising 10 more lots, was acquired for
the purposes of a schoolchildren's play-
ground and public recreation, the land
being renumbered as Plantagenet Loca-
tion 5099. Action was taken in 1932 to
revest both areas with a view to creating
separate reserves; but, through a Mis-
understanding, both locations were made
the subject of Reserve No. 20841, classified
as of "A" class, and set apart for the pur-
Poses of a schoolchildren's playground and
public recreation. The Kendenup school
is built on Location 5100 which It is neces-
sary to excise from Reserve 20841 so that
a separate reserve for a schoolsite can
be declared.

Clause 3. Reserve A.1665 at Mosman
Park: This Class "A" reserve at present
comprises a total area of 56 acres and Is
set apart for the purpose of recreation
and vested in the Mosman Park Road
Board. The Education Department re-

quires a site for a primary and residential
school for handicapped children which
will offer living accommodation, super-
vision, and suitable education to country
children who, because of their physical
disability, need specialised medical atten-
tion and education which they cannot re-
ceive in their home districts. The selected
site is portion of Reserve A.1665, and the
Mosman Park Road Board has no objec-
tion to the necessary amendment of the
reserve to excise an area of about 10 acres
3 roods 34 perches as comprised in Mos-
man Park lots 40, 41 and the portion of
lot 42 east of the prolongation southerly
of the eastern boundary of lot 41.

Clause 4, Reserve No. A.7953 at Nanson:
This reserve of 554 acres was set apart
for recreation purposes, but the 'Upper
Chapman Road Board, in which the re-
serve is vested, desires to utilise portion
of the reserve for a showground and has
requested that the purpose be amended
accordingly. The board also holds a vest-
ing order over the adjoining Reserve No.
6991 of 231 acres set apart for racecourse,
showground and recreation, which is not
a classified reserve. It Is proposed to alter
the purpose of this reserve to recreation,
racecourse and golf links.

Clause 5, Reserve A.10887, Perth Botani-
cal Gardens: This reserve originally con-
tained an area of about 71 acres to which
Perth lot. No. 462 was allotted, but the
reserve was not completely surveyed until
recently. In 1921. the roadway along
the south side of the Supreme Court build-
ings was closed and the land therein was
numbered as Perth lot No. 566 which was
not surveyed. The new lot was added to
Reserve A.10887 which is set apart for the
purpose of botanical gardens and which it
is intended shall be vested in the City of
Perth in trust for that purpose. To pro-
tect the access to the Supreme Court build-
lags, it is desired to excise from Reserve
Al108S7 the land comprised in the path-
ways on the south side of the buildings
and connecting Barrack-st. and Terrace-
rd. An adjustment of the proposed boun-
dary between Reserve No. 10887 and the
Supreme Court reserve No. 18392 has been
accomplished by the survey of Perth lot
462 to comprise an area of 7 acres 1 rood
13 perches which it is proposed shall be
the future extent of Reserve 10887. Lot
556 is to be cancelled and the portion
thereof not included in lot 462 as re-
surveyed will be added to the Supreme
Court Reserve No. 18392.

Clause 6, Reserve No. A.22094 at Woka-
top; This reserve, comprising Wellington
Location 4472, of 2269 acres 1 rood 14
perches, was set apart in 1939 for the pur-
pose of a site for a mental hospital, but
is not considered suitable for that pur-
pose. In 1950, the then Premier agreed
to a proposal to make the land available
to the Department of Agriculture for the
purpose of a research station, but no
action was taken to alter the purpose of
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the reserve. It is not considered neces-
sary to classify, as of "A" class, any re-
serve for an agricultural research station,
so it is proposed that the existing Class
"A" reserve be cancelled and that a fresh
reserve for the Agricultural Research
Station be declared in the ordinary man-
ner. I move-

mhaP the Bill be now read a second
time.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

in Committee.
Mr. J. Hegney in the Chair; the Min-

ister for Lands in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 to 5-agreed to.
Clause 6-Reserve No. 22094 at Woka-

lup:
Hon. Sir ROSS McLARTY: I presume

it is intended to carry on with the farm
and research station at Wokalup?

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: Yes,
they are definitely being carried on.

Clause put and passed.
Title-agreed to.
Hill reported without amendment and

the report adopted.

Third Reading.
Bill read a third time and transmitted

to the Council.

BILL--ROAD CLOSURE.
Second Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS (Hon. E.
K. Hoar-Warren) (12.25] in moving the
second reading said: The file relating to
this Bill was also made available to the
Leader of the Opposition. The following
closures are dealt with in the measure:-

Clause 2. Closure of Pit-rd., Albany: The
above-mentioned road was provided to give
access to portion of Plantagenet Location
2 which had been surveyed as lot 1 on
Land Titles Office Diagram No. 5668,
which land, together with the other land
adjoining the road, has been acquired and
is held in fee simple by the Albany Super-
phosphate Company Proprietary Ltd. The
separate access to lot 1 is no longer re-
quired, and it is desired that the road be
closed and that the land contained therein
be sold to the Company so that it may be
consolidated with the compan's adjoining
land in the one certificate of title.

Clause 3, Closure of Range-st., Albany:
The Albany rifle range has been removed
by the Commonwealth to a new site, and
the Albany Municipality has acquired the
old site for additions to the adjoining
recreation reserves. Range-st., which
severs the land acquired by the council,
was originally provided as a deviation in
lieu of portion of North-rd., which was
closed and acquired by the Commonwealth
but Is now part of the area transferred
to the council, and it is proposed that it

be reopened as a public road. The Closure
of Range-st. as provided for in this section
will enable the council to consolidate the
contiguous areas for recreation purposes.

Clauses 4 and 5, Closure of portion of
Glyde-st. and portion of aL certain right-of-
way (Georges-st.) at Bayswater: To en-
large the Bayswater school site reserve
No. 4747, the Public Works Department
resumed certain adjoining land which is
separated from the main site by portions
of a public road and a private right-of-way
which it is desirable should be closed in
order that the school site can be con-
solidated into one area. The Bill pro-
vides for the closure of the portion of
Glyde-st. and also the Portion of the
right-of-way known locally as Georges-st.
and for the revestment of the land in
Her Majesty as of her former estate with
the intention that the land therein be in-
cluded in the school site reserve.

Clause 6, Closure of a right-of-way at
Boulder: Boulder lot 1389, originally
comprising 1 acre and 9.8 perches, was
granted in fee simple in 1903 to John
Ryan, who subdivided the land into four
lots separated by a right-of-way as shown
on Land Titles office Diagram No. 2607.
The four lots were subsequently ac-
quired by the Municipality of Boulder and
have since been surrendered to the Crown
and revested. in Her Majesty. The fee of
the land in the right-of-way remains in
the certificate of title which Is still re-
gistered in the name of John Ryan. It
is proposed to resubdivide the area to
dispense with the right-of-way and it is
necessary to revest the land contained
therein in Her Majesty as of her former
estate. It is Proposed that the new lots
will be leased to certain applicants who
have taken over the houses erected thereon
under a municipal housing scheme.

Clause No. 7, Closure of a right-of-way
at Boulder: Boulder lot 658, containing
a quarter acre, is held in fee simple by
the Boulder Municipality in trust for a
municipal endowment, and the council
Proposes to erect on the lot extensive
buildings to include infant health clinic,
St. John's Ambulance Depot and resi-
dential quarters in connection therewith.
The buildings as designed require addi-
tional ground and it is desired to include
in lot 658 the western half of the con-
tiguous right-of-way for which closure is
now sought. The other half of the right-
of-way would be included in the adjoin-
ing lot 2241 which is the subject of Pub-
lic buildings reserve No. 9911. A cor-
rugated galvanised iron fence 6ft. high
is already erected along the centre line of
the right-of -way.

Clause 8. Closure of portion of Johnson
Parade, Mosman Park: In 1914 an area
of land was resumed from Swan Locations
82 and 83 for the purposes of providing
a road one chain wide along the river
foreshore at Mosman Park and the road
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was gazetted on the 12th June1 1914. A
macadamised road was subsequently con-
structed on the western side of the sur-
veyed road and the local authority de-
veloped the eastern or river side as a
park or recreation reserve which has be-
come very popular as a river beach resort
both with the local residents and with
visitors from other parts of the metro-
politan area. The riverside portion has
been grassed and planted with trees and
to protect this development from en-
croachment by cars a fence has been
erected which carries a top rail consist-
ing of a two-inch water pipe from which
the lawns and gardens are watered. Owing
to the liability for possible accidents
through obstructions on the gazetted road
the local authority has requested that its
width be reduced to exclude the portion
fenced off with the intention that the area
in question be proclaimed a Class "A"
reserve for park, gardens and recreation.

Clause 9. Closure of portion of Wood-
stock-st. Mt. Hawthorn: For the purpose
of increasing the size of the Mt. Hawthorn
schoolsite. which was badly overcrowded,
the Public Works Department resumed
certain land on the opposite side of
Woodstock-st. and later resumed the land
comprised in the intervening portion of
Woodstock-st., the closure of which is now
sought. This portion of the street has a
bituminised roadway l5ft. wide and foot-
paths either side for which the council
will require compensation. Although
Woodstock-st. is regarded as an import-
ant road facility for east and west traffic
between two main traffic arteries, viz.
Charles-st. and Scarborough Beach-rd., it
is considered that the need for the in-
creased area for the school site is para-
mount to the traffic requirements.

Clauses 10 and 11. Closure of Portion
of Ocean Parade and portion of a certain
right-of-way at North Fremantle: Negotia-
tions have been completed with the Com-
monwealth of Australia for the State to
acquire certain land at North Fremantle
which is required for wheat storage pur-
poses and which will ultimately be in-
eluded within the Fremantle harbour
boundaries and will be vested in the Fre-
mantle Harbour Trust Commissioners.
Separating certain portions of the area to
be acquired from the Commonwealth is
a small portion of a private right-of-way
provided for in the subdivision of North
Fremantle lot 32, and which it is desired
to close so that the land comprised there-
in may be re-incorporated in the adjoin-
ing land. Portion of Ocean Parade, com-
prising an isolated, unused and un-
developed road, is also part of the area
which it Is desired to vest in the Fremantle
Harbour Trust Commissioners, and its
closure is sought for that purpose.

Clause 12. closure of a certain right-
of-way at Tambellup: A private right-of-
way was provided In a subdivision of free-
hold land at Tambellup for the benefit of

appurtenant owners who desire that the
right-of-way be closed and that the land
be divided between them. The Tanibellup
Road Board concurred in the proposal
which cannot be effected in the ordinary
way under the Road Districts Act owing
to difficulty in interpreting the relevant
section dealing with the vesting of the
land, and it is necessary for direction to
be given in this measure for the division
of the area between the two owners of
the appurtenant land.

Clause 13. Closure of a right-of-way
off Patricia-st., Victoria Park: A certain
right-of-way off Patricia-st., Victoria Park
is no longer required by the appurtenant
owners who have agreed to the closure of
the portion of it contiguous to G. W.
Sanders's property comprising lots 10 and
11 on Land Titles Office plan No. 2010
and all are argreeable to his acquiring the
contained land. The City of Perth and
also the Town Planning Board have con-
sented to the proposed closure. It is in-
tended to dispose of the land in the right-
of -way to G. W. Sanders whose house en-
croaches thereon

Clause 14. Closure of portion of
Kltcbener-st., Wagin: The Wagin Muni-
cipal Council has acquired some freehold
land on the north-western side of the agri-
cultural showground as an addition there-
to and to consolidate the area, desires to
close the intervening portion of Kitchener-
St. and to include the contained land in
the showground reserve also. A new
road will be provided out of and along the
north-western side of the newly-acquired
area which comprises portions of Wagin
lots 338 and 341 to 343 inclusive.

Clause 15. Closure of portion of road
No. 3691 at Kwlnana: in connection with
the resubdivislon of Crown land at Ewin-
ana in accordance with designs approved
by the Town Planning Board, it is neces-
sary to close certain roads in favour of
new roads in more suitable positions.
Other roads are being closed under the
ordinary provisions of the Road Districts
Act, but as the land comprised in the por-
tion of road No. 3691 was resumed from
land not then under the Transfer of Land
Act, which land was later resumed by
the Crown, it is necessary to provide for
revestment of the land in the road to re-
move any doubts as to the legal position,

Clause 16. Closure of Napier-st. level
crossing at Cottesloe: In. 1906 the Rail-
way Department opened up a level cross-
ing through the railway reserve connecting
roads Nos. 931 and 932, now named re-
spectively Cottesloe Avenue and Railway-
st.. Cottesloe. The crossing, which has
been known as the Napier-st. crossing.
has been in continual use, but owing to a
number of fatal accidents at the crossing
it has been decided to close it In the in-
terests of public safety. The land on which
the roadway has been constructed remains
portion of the railway reserve but, to re-
move any doubts as to the legal authority
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of the Railway Department to close the
crossng, it is desired that Parliament
authorise the closure. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

On motion by I-on. J. B. Sleeman, debate
adjourned.

BILL-ADOPTION OF CHILDREN
ACT AMENDMENT (No. 2).

Council's Amendments.
Schedule of seven amendments made by

the Council now considered.

In Committee.
Mr. J. Hegney in the Chair; the Premier

in charge of the Bill.
No. 1. Clause 2, page 2-Add a sub-

section to proposed new section 13A as
follows:-

(3) In this section the expression
"Order of Adoption" includes an order
varying, reversing, or discharging an
Order of Adoption.

The PREMIER: This will provide for
the registration under this Act of the birth
of a child born in the State whose birth
has not been registered here. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendment agreed to.
No. 2. Clause 3, page 2-Delete the

words "born in this State but" in line 37.
The PREMIER: This will make this

portion of the Bill apply to any child ir-
respective of whether it was born here or
not. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendment agreed to.
No. 3. Clause 3, page 3-Substitute for

all words in lines eight to twenty-one in-
clusive the following-

the Registrar of the Supreme Court
shall forthwith give to the Registrar
General a certified copy of the order
of Adoption together with particulars
in respect of the date and place of
birth of the child and the name (com-
monly called the Christian name) by
which the child shall be known af ter
the adoption, the surname conferred
on the child by adoption and the
name and surname and place of
residence of the adopting parent or
parents.

(2) (a) On receipt of the certi-
fied copy and particulars
referred to in the last
preceding subsection the
Registrar General shall
in the prescribed form,
register the birth of the
child in accordance with
the particulars disclosed.

Cb) The registration of the
birth of the child shall
not be open to inspection
and a certified copy of
the registration of birth
shall not be issued, ex-
cept with the approval of
the Registrar General.

The PREMIER: This will make it
obligatory on the Registrar of the Supreme
Court to forward to the Registrar General
a certified copy of any order of adoption.
When the Registrar General receives it,
he shall register the birth in accordance
with the particulars supplied, but the
registration of the birth shall not be open
to inspection and a certified copy of the
registration shall not be issued except
with the approval of the Registrar Gen-
eral. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendment agreed to.
No. 4. Insert the following new clause

to stand as Clause 2:-
Section five of the principal Act

is amended by-
(a) substituting for the word,

"the" in line one of Para-
graph (9) of subsection (1)
the word, "any";

(b) substituting for the word and
figure "Paragraph (4)" in
line two of paragraphs (9) of
subsection (1) the words and
figures, "paragraphs (4) or
(5),,;

(c) repealing subsection (11).

The PREMIER: This was recommended
by one of the judges after the Bill had
been introduced. The proposal will give
judges discretion not to require the consent
of the natural parents to adoption. Cases
have occurred in which one of the
natural parents has been willing to agree
to the proposed adoption but the other has
not.- These instances have occurred in
connection with divorce cases. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Councl's

amendment agreed to.
No. 5. Insert the following new clause

to stand as Clause 3:-
The principal Act is amended by

adding the following section:-
DA. Where an Order of Adop-

tion is varied, reversed or dis-
charged and the particulars of
the terms and conditions of the
variation, reversal or discharge
are filed with the Registrar of the
Supreme Court, he shall forthwith
give to the Registrar General the
particulars, whereupon the Regis-
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trar General shall endorse in ac-
cordance with the particulars
given to him-

(a) the registration of the
birth of-the child con-
cerned made pursuant to
Part IV of the Registra-
tion of Births, Deaths and
Marriages Act, 1894-1948;

(b) the re-registration of the
birth made pursuant to
sections twelve A or thir-
teen of this Act; or

(c) the registration of the
birth made pursuant to
section thirteen B of this
Act.

The PREMIER: This to some extent
is consequential on an amendment already
agreed to. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendment agreed to.
No. 6. Insert the following new clause

to stand as Clause 4:-
Section twelve A of the principal

Act is amended by-
(a) adding after the word "made"

in line three of subsection (1)
the words "under the provi-
sions of this Act or filed
under the provisions of sec-
tion thirteen A of this Act";

(b) repealing subsection (3);
(c) adding the following subsec-

tions:
(4) The index of the

register which is kept in
the office of the district
registrar and in the office
of the Registrar General
respectively, shall in each
case be amended so as to
refer to the re -registration.

(5) The original entry
of the birth of the child,
the duplicate of that
original kept in the general
registry shall not be open
to inspection and a certi-
fied copy of the original
entry of the birth of the
child or the duplicate of
that original which is kept
in the general registry or
the entry relating to the
re-reistration of the birth
of the child shall not be
issued, except with the ap-
proval of the Registrar
General.

(d) Substituting for the subsec-
tion designation "(4)" in line
one of subsection (4) the
subsection designation "(6)";

The PREMIER: This will enable local
adoption matters to be treated by the
registrar in a similar manner to adoption
orders made outside the State. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

No. 7. Insert the following new clause
to stand as Clause 5:-

Paragraph (a) of subsection (1)
of section thirteen of the principal
Act is repealed and re-enacted as fol-
lows:-

(a) Where before the commence-
ment of the Adoption of
Children Act Amendment
Act, 1949, an order of adop-
tion has been made under the
provisions of this Act or a
certified copy of an order of
Adoption has been filed in the
Supreme Court under the
provisions of the next suc-
ceeding section in respect of
a child whose birth is regi-
stered pursuant to the provi-
sions of Part IV of the Regi-
stration of Births Deaths
and Marriages Act, 1894-
1948, the Registrar General
on application being made to
him in the prescribed form
and on production of a certi-
fled copy of the Order of
Adoption and on payment of
the prescribed fee by the
adopting parent or a person
having knowledge of the true
facts of the case shall in the
prescribed f orm re-register
the birth of the child in ac-
cordance with the particulars
disclosed in the Order Of
Adoption, and in the first-
mentioned prescribed form.

The PREMIER: This repeals and re-
drafts paragraph (a). the present wording
of which makes it appear that in all cases
where a certified COPY of an order of adop-
tion has been filed in the Supreme Court
under Section 13A, application and pay-
ment of fee must be made before registra-
tion is effected by the Registrar General.
This wats not the intention of the provi-
sion, which desired that only those orders
which had been filed subsequent to the
coming into operation of the amendment
of 1945 and prior to the amendment of
1949 should be subject to such application
and Payment of fees. It is also considered
undesirable to make any reference to the
order of adoption as this is not done in
Section 12A which also refers to registra-
tion of orders or adoption. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question Put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

Resolutions reported, the report adopted
and a message accordingly returned to the
Council.
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BALL-INCOME AND ENTERTAINMENTS
TAX (WARTIME SUSPENSION)

ACT AMENDMENT.
Council's Amendment.

Schedule of two amendments made by
the Council now considered.

In Committee.
Mr. J. Hegney in the Chair; the Pre-

mier in charge of the Bill.
No. 1. Clause 3, page 2-Insert after

the word "two" in line 16 the word "four."
The PREMIER: If the amendments

made by another place were agreed to,
there would be no State entertainments
tax at all until Parliament brought down
a Bill to enact a new law in regard to the
matter. The Government is certainly not
able to see its way clear to accept the
amendments made by another place,. I
move-

That the amendment be not agreed
to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

No. 2. Clause 3, page 2-Delete all
words from and including the word "and"
in line 20 down to and including the word
"fifty-three" in line 25.

The PREMIER: For the reasons I
have already given, I move-

That the amendment be not agreed
to.

Hon. Sir ROSS MoL-ARTY: We on this
side of the Rouse opposed the Bill and
are not going to oppose the amendments
made by another place. We still believe
that this tax should not he reimposed.

Question put and passed; the council's
amendment not agreed to.

Resolutions reported and the report
adopted.

A committee consisting of the Minister
for Labour, Ron. Sir Ross McLarty and
the Premier drew up reasons for not agree-
ing to the Council's amendments.

Reasons adopted and a message ac-
cordingly returned to the Council.

BILL-CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT.
Council's Amendments.

Schedule of two amendments made by
the Council now considered.

In Committee.

Mr. J. H-egney in the Chair; the Minister
for Justice in charge of the Bill.

No. 1. Clause 13-Delete.
The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: I

move-
That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

No. 2. Title-The Title was amended
by deleting all words after the word
"Code:'

The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: I
move-

That the amendment be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendment agreed to.
Resolutions reported, the report adopted

and a message accordingly returned to
the Council.

BILL-BEE INDUSTRY
COMPENSATION.

Council's Amendments.
Schedule of three amendments made by

the Council now considered.
In Committee.

Mr. J. Hegney in the Chair; the Minister
for Agriculture in charge of the Bill.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
This Bill provides for a committee to
administer the compensation fund, but in
some parts of the measure, instead of the
word "committee" the word "board" was
used inadvertently. The amendments
made by the Council are to substitute
the word "committee' for the word
"board" in each instance, and I propose
to accept them.

No, 1. Clause 7, page 4-Delete the
word "Board" in line 18 and substitute
the word "Committee".

No. 2. Clause S. page 4-Delete the
word "Board" in line 33 and substitute
the word "Committee".

No. 3. Clause 14, page 1-Delete the
word "Board" in line 13 and substitute
the word "Committee".

On motions by the Minister for Agri-
culture, the foregoing amendments made
by the Council were agreed to.

Resolutions reported, the report adopted
and a message accordingly returned to
the Council.

BILL-ADOPTION OF CHILDKEN
ACT AMENDMENT (No1 1).

Council's Amendment.
Amendment made by the Council now

considered.
In Committee.

Mr. J. Hegney in the Chair; the Minister
for Health in charge of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: The Assembley's
amendment is as follows:-

Clause 2-Page 2-Delete all words
after the word "State" in line 9.

The MINISThR FOR HEALTH: The
amendment proposed by another place
broadens the provisions in the Bill and
I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendment agreed to.
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Resolution reported, the report adopted
and a message accordingly returned to the
Council.

BILL-GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
(PROMOTIONS APPEAL BOARD)

ACT AMENDMENT (No. 1).

Council's Amendment.
Amendment made by the Council now

considered.
In Committee.

Mr. J. Hegney in the Chair; the Min-
ister for Railways in charge of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: The Assembly's
amendment is as follows:-

Clause 3: Delete.
The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: The

amendment by the Legislative Council
Proposes to delete Clause 3 which deals
with the period spent by an employee in
an acting capacity. In the past, when
a vacancy in the Public Service occurred
and it was decided that the position should
be filled, a man may have been occupying
it in a temporary capacity for six months
and up to 12 months and, as a result, he
would have gained a certain amount of
experience. When the acting appointee
was appointed permanently to the posi-
tion, any other applicant was entitled to
appeal against his appointment.

Such a procedure has been the subject
of much complaint by Government em-
ployees because when, in such circum-
stances, an unsuccessful applicant appeals
against the appointment, it is only natural
that the board will take cognisance of the
fact that the man appointed had gained
experience by acting in a temporary capa-
city. Therefore, an officer who had
greater efficiency or seniority when the
position fell vacant would be prejudiced
when making an appeal to the board. The
intention of the clause was that when the
position fell vacant applications should be
called to fill the vacancy immediately. An
unsuccessful applicant would then be
placed in a more advantageous position
when his appeal was being heard.

I have read the "Hansard" report of
the discussions that took place in the
Legislative Council and, in my opinion,
the real purport of the clause was not
understood. Therefore, I move-

That the amendment be not agreed
to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

Resolution reported and the report
adopted.

A committee consisting of Mr. Yates,
Mr. Johnson and the Minister for Rail-
ways drew up reasons for not agreeing to
the Council's amendment.

Reasons adopted and a message accord-
ingly returned to the Council.

BILL-NURSES REGISTRATION ACT
AMENDMENT.

Council's Amendments.
Schedule of four amendments made by

the Council now considered.

In Committee.
Mr. J. Hegney in the Chair; the Min-

ister for Health in charge of the Bill.
No. 1. Clause 4, page 2-Delete the

word "the' in line 30 and substitute the
word "any'.

The MINISTER FOR HEALTH: I in-
tend to agree with all the amendments
made by the Council. They now provide
that any type of nurse will be able to
undertake a shortened course in order to
qualify as a dental nurse. The course
will be prescribed by regulation according
to the category of nursing. The total
period of the course is to be 3J years so
that a general nurse who had qualified
would do six months training as a dental
nurse. The same would apply to child-
ren's and mental nurses. A nurse who
has qualified for a mothercraft certificate
which involves a period of 15 months
training, would serve two years and three
months in order to qualify as a dental
nurse. I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendment agreed to.
No. 2. Clause 4, page 2-Delete the

words "which relates to the nurses" in
line 32.

No. 3. Clause 4, page 2-Delete the
words "paragraph (a) of subsection (1)
of" in line 33.

No. 4. Clause 4. page 2-Delete the
words "of not less than one year" In lines
36 and 37 and substitute the words "for
the period prescribed for nurses registered
in that division of the Register in which
the person is entitled to be registered."

On motions by the Minister for Health
the foregoing amendments made by the
Council agreed to.

Resolutions reported, the report adopted
and a message accordingly returned to
the Council.

BILL-ELECTRICITY ACT
AMENDMENT.

Council's Amendments.
Schedule of two amendments made by

the Council now considered.
In Committee.

Mr. J. Hegney in the Chair; the Pre-
mier (for the Minister for Works) in
charge of the Bill.

No. 1. Clause 4, page 2-Insert after the
word 'labelled" in line 34, the words "if
and".
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The PREMIER: The Minister for Works
has no objection to the amendment. He
does not think it really necessary, but it
will do no harm if the words are included.
I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.
Question Put and passed; the Council's

amendment agreed to.
No. 2. Clause 4, page 5-Delete pro-

posed new Section 33D:
The PREMIER: The Legislative Coun-

cil wishes to delete proposed new Section
33D contained in that clause. The Mini-
ster for Works is willing to compromise
with the Council in this regard. He thinks
a compromise might be best worked out
in a conference and he Is anxious that
we should at this stage disagree to the
Council's amendment. I move-

That the amendment be not agreed
to.

Mr. YATES: We cannot accept that.
Members on this side were most insistent
that the proposed new section should be
deleted. It was pointed out that it was
a dangerous provision because of its im-
plications regarding certain officers of
companies which had been fined more
than three times. Under this provision
they would suffer the highest penalties.
It was mentioned that a firm might be
convicted today, again in five years' time
and then again in 15 years' time, when
different people would be In control. Be-
cause the firm had been convicted on
three occasions, the penalties would be
higher, although the staff might have
changed completely. It also implied that
the whole corporate body should suffer the
penalty. It means that instead of a fine
Imposed on a firm being £100, it could
be £1,000. We consider that proposed new
Section 33E provides sufficient penalties
for all those who might offend under this
Act. I therefore oppose the motion.

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN: I cannot agree
to the motion. Under the proposed new
clause, if one member of a corporation
committed an offence, all the responsible
officers could be Penalised. Therefore I
support the amendment of the Legislative
Council.

The PREMIER: The Minister for Works
Is prepared to meet the Council to some
extent In connection with this matter and
his agreement would follow the lines sug-
gested by the member for Fremantle. If
this amendment is agreed to completely,
then a firm which happens not to be a
corporation will not be guilty in the same
sense as a business corporation. A cor-
poration can be brought in under proposed
new Section 33E and would not be treated
on the same basis as a company which
was not a corporation. We should ensure
that corporations should not only comic
undei new Section 33E but that they
should have no advantage over other firms.
in the circumstances, it would be wise to

disagree with the Council's amendment
and allow the matter to proceed to a. con-
ference. I am sure the main objections
to proposed new Section 330 could be
overcome, which would ensure that a
corporation was not put in a favourable
position under this law, compared with
an ordinary business.

Mr. YATES: The Minister was adamant
when we asked him to give some relief
under this clause. He refused to make
any amendment when we Pointed out the
difficulty. I do not know where his change
of heart has taken place. I oppose the
Premier's request.

The PREMIER: All I want to say in
addition is that I give the Committee the
Minister's assurance on the point. Cor-
porations should not be allowed to get off
as easily as they would be if the Council's
amendment were agreed to.

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN: I cannot see
anything which will prevent an officer of
a company from being convicted and a
heavier penalty imposed on him than the
offence warranted. I cannot see how any
conference can solve this matter.

The PREMIER: I only wish to add that
the proposed section can be improved con-
siderably ahid I could do it straight away,
but the Minister is anxious to disagree.

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN: If the Premier
thinks he can make a job of it, he should
put forward his amendment now.

The CrIAIRMAN: At this stage the
Premier has moved to disagree with the
Council's amendment.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result-

Noes ..

A tie

Mr. Andrew
Mr. Bredy
Mr. Graham
Mr. Hawke
Mr. Heal
Mr. W. flegney
Mr. Hoar
Mr. Jamaieson
Mr. Johneon

Mr. Abbott
Mr. Conrt
Mr. Doney
Mr. Hearman
Mr. Hill
Mr. Lawrence
Mr. Manning
Sir Ross MeLarty
Mr. Naider

18

0

Ayes.
Mr. Kelly
Mr. Mc~ullocha
Mr. Moir
Mr. Norton
Mr. Nulsen
Mr. O'Brien
Mr. Rhatigan
Mr. Styante
Mr. May 'Tle.

Noes.
Mr. Nimmo
Mr. North
Mr. OldfteiG
Mr. Owen
Mr. Sleeman
Mr. Watts
Mr. Wild
Mr. Yates
Mr. novel]

(Teller.)

The CHAIRMAN: The voting being
equal, I cast my vote with the Ayes.

Question thus passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.
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A committee consisting of Mr. Yates,
the Minister for Labour and the Premier
drew up reasons for disagreeing with the
Council's amendment No. 2.

Reasons adopted and a message accord-
ingly returned to the Council.

BILL-ADMINISTRATION ACT
AMENDMENT (No. 1).

Council's Amendments.

Schedule of three amendments made by
the Council now considered.

In Committee.

Mr. J. Hegney in the Chair; Mr. Oldfield
in charge of the Bill.

No. 1. Clause 2, page 2-Delete the
word "ten' in line 30 and substitute the
word "five".

Mr. OLDFIELD: I propose to agree to
the three amendments submitted by the
Legislative Council. They seek to halve
the amounts contained in the original Hill.
I move-

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question Put and passed; the Council's'
amendment agreed to.

No. 2. Clause 2, page 2-Delete the
word "ten" in line 35 and substitute the
word "five."

No. 3. Clause 2. page 2-Delete the
word "ten" in line 36 and substitute the
word "five."

On motions by Mr. Oldfield, the fore-
going amendments were agreed to.

Resolutions reported. the report adopted
and a message accordingly returned to the
Council.

ADJOURNMENT-SPECIAL.

THE PREMIER (Hon. A. R. G. IHawke-
Northam): I move-

That the House at its rising adjourn
till 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

Mr. BOVELL: Some time ago I rose
in this Chamber and asked the Premier
to give consideration to country members
so that they could attend the Christmas
festivities in their electorates. The target
date for the end of the session was then
the 11th December, and most country
members have made arrangements to at-
tend, in connection with their parlia-
mentary duties, certain functions in their
electorates. We have recently had special
adjournments in connection with various
happenings-last week there was the
Christmas party at Parliament House, and
tomorrow there is to be a cricket match.
Today I came up from Eusselton at con-
siderable inconvenience to myself to at-
tend the parliamentary sittings.

In view of the fact that we have not
discussed the Estimates, I consider It
would be advisable to commence our next
sitting an hour earlier than usual rather
than half-an-hour later. For the in-
formation of the Premier, these are the
functions that I have been invited to at-
tend this week, and have attended during
the past six years that I have been a
member of the Assembly. It was the custom
of the previous Government to adjourn
at the end of the second week of Decem-
ber. Tomorrow, the Busselton Junior
High School will have its annual speech
day, at which I have always presented
the trophies and been a speaker.

The Busselton brass band on Thurs-
day is having its Christmas dinner and
Christmas tree. I have had to decline
invitations to attend these functions. The
Busselton Bowling Club has asked me
again to perform the official opening of its
greens for this season. The Country
Women's Association in the district is
having, this week, a monster party, to
which it has invited me, but I1 have had to
decline the invitation. The Farmers'
Union's annual picnic and sports day at
Rosa Brook is to be held this week. I
have had to decline the invitation of this
organisation.

This is Christmas time, and most of us
have at one time or another read Charles
Dickens's classic, "A Christmas Carol."
Now. I put the Premier in the shoes of
Scrooge, and myself in the shoes of his
crippled nephew. This is what the unfor-
tunate young fellow said to Scrooge-

Christmas time, the only time I
know of in the long calendar of the
year when men and women seem by
one consent to open their shut-up
hearts freely and think of people be-
low them as if they were really fellow-
passengers to the grave, and not an-
other race of creatures bound on
other journeys.

I ask the Premier to give consideration to
getting the session over as soon as pos-
sible. Despite these remarks. I wish him
every success in his cricket match tomor-
row.

Hon. Sir ROSS McLARTY: I shall ad-
dress myself briefly to the motion because.
while not opposing it-we lose only half-
an-hour as a result-I do think there is
a good deal in what the member for Vasse
has said. It is true that at this time of
the year many functions are held in
country districts and, no doubt, many are
held in the metropolitan area. it is the
time of the year when we have school
break-ups, and great numbers of people
foregather. It is natural that members
would like to have an opportunity of being
in their constituencies at this particular
Period. While I am not guiltless myself in
this respect I did have in mind that I
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would suggest to the Premier that next
year every possible effort should be made
to finish Parliament some time before
Christmas-I would say at least two, if not
three, weeks before, even if it meant
calling Parliament together a little earlier.
Whether that is the remedy, I do not
know; but I think we owe it to members
to give them an opportunity to get into
their constituencies some considerable
time before the Christmas festivities take
place, when I know their constituents
would welcome them and be glad to see
them. This Christmas season they will be
deprived of the opportunity of attending
these many functions, some of which have
been outlined by the member for Vasse.

The PREMIER (in reply): I would al-
ways be anxious to finish the session as
early as possible in December, as the
Leader of the Opposition would know. I
was impressed with what the member for
Vasse had to say. As far as I could under-
stand one part of his speech, he has
somehow made himself a nephew of mine.
I shall have to give more attention to this
matter tomorrow and see what it means
in law. What I am Drepared to do for
the hon. member in response to his ap-
peal, which was very well put and im-
pressed me considerably, is, on behalf of
the Government. to offer him a live pair
for the remainder of the session.

Question put and passed.
House adjourned at 1.45 a.m.

(Wednesdtay),

Wednesday, 16th December, 1953.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 5.30
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

KINDERGARTENS.

As to Application oj Subsidy, to
Country Areas.

Hon. J1. McI. THOMSON asked the Chief
Secretary:

In view of the £22,350 subsidy the Gov-
ernment proposes paying to the Kinder-
garten Union for 1954, and for each suc-
ceeding year, and because the union re-
cently stated, when turning down an ap-
plication from a country centre, that the
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